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Quilted Floer cohomology

KATRIN WEHRHEIM

CHRIS T WOODWARD

We generalize Lagrangian Floer cohomology to sequences of Lagrangian corre-
spondences. For sequences related by the geometric composition of Lagrangian
correspondences we establish an isomorphism of the Floer cohomologies. This
provides the foundation for the construction of a symplectic 2–category as well as
for the definition of topological invariants via decomposition and representation in
the symplectic category. Here we give some first direct symplectic applications:
Calculations of Floer cohomology, displaceability of Lagrangian correspondences
and transfer of displaceability under geometric composition.

53D40; 57R56

1 Introduction

Lagrangian Floer cohomology associates to a pair of compact Lagrangian manifolds
a chain complex whose differential counts pseudoholomorphic strips with boundary
values in the given Lagrangians. In this paper we generalize Floer cohomology to
include compact Lagrangian correspondences. Recall that if .M0; !0/ and .M1; !1/

are symplectic manifolds, then a Lagrangian correspondence L01 from M0 to M1

is a Lagrangian submanifold L01 �M�
0
�M1 , where M�

0
WD .M0;�!0/. These

were introduced by Weinstein [45] in an attempt to create a symplectic category with
morphisms between not necessarily symplectomorphic manifolds. So we also denote a
Lagrangian correspondence by

M0

L01
�!M1:

With this notation we can view a pair of Lagrangian submanifolds L;L0 � M as
sequence of Lagrangian correspondences

pt
L
�!M

L0

�! pt

from the point via M back to the point. This is a special case of a cyclic sequence of
Lagrangian correspondences

M0

L01
��!M1

L12
��!M2 � � �Mr

Lr .rC1/

�����!MrC1 DM0;
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for which we will define a quilted Floer cohomology

(1) HF.L01;L12; : : : ;Lr.rC1//:

The quilted Floer complex is generated by generalized intersection points. The quilted
differential counts tuples of pseudoholomorphic strips .uj W R� Œ0; 1�!Mj /jD0;:::;r

whose boundaries match up via the Lagrangian correspondences .uj .s; 1/;ujC1.s; 0//2

Lj.jC1/ for j D 0; : : : ; r . These tuples are examples of pseudoholomorphic quilts
with the strips thought of as patches and the boundary matching conditions thought
of as seams. We develop the theory of quilts in higher generality in [41]. In this
paper, we next investigate the effect of geometric composition on Floer cohomology.
The geometric composition of two Lagrangian correspondences L01 �M�

0
�M1 ,

L12 �M�
1
�M2 is

(2) L01 ıL12 WD
˚
.x0;x2/ 2M0 �M2

ˇ̌
9x1 W .x0;x1/ 2L01; .x1;x2/ 2L12

	
:

In general, this will be a singular subset of M�
0
�M2 . However, if we assume

transversality of the intersection

L01 �M1
L12 WD

�
L01 �L12

�
\
�
M�

0 ��M1
�M2

�
;

then the restriction of the projection �02W M
�
0
�M1 �M�

1
�M2!M�

0
�M2 to

L01 �M1
L12 is automatically a Lagrangian immersion. We will study the class of

embedded geometric compositions, for which in addition �02 is injective, and hence
L01ıL12 is a smooth Lagrangian correspondence. If the composition L.`�1/`ıL`.`C1/

is embedded, then we obtain under suitable monotonicity assumptions a canonical
isomorphism

(3) HF.: : : ;L.`�1/`;L`.`C1/; : : :/Š HF.: : : ;L.`�1/` ıL`.`C1/; : : :/:

For the precise monotonicity and admissibility conditions see Section 5.4. The proof
proceeds in two steps. First, we allow for varying widths .ıj > 0/jD0;:::;r of the
pseudoholomorphic strips .uj W R � Œ0; ıj � ! Mj /jD0;:::;r defining the differential.
Section 5.3 of this paper shows that Floer cohomology is independent of the choice
of widths. (These domains are not conformally equivalent due to the identification
between boundary components that is implicit in the seam conditions.) The second (hard
analytic) part is to prove that with the width ı`>0 sufficiently close to zero, the .rC1/–
tuples of holomorphic strips with seam conditions in .: : : ;L.`�1/`;L`.`C1/; : : :/ are
in one-to-one correspondence with the .rC1/–tuples of holomorphic strips with seam
conditions in .: : : ;L.`�1/` ıL`.`C1/; : : :/. This analysis is completely analogous to
our work [38], where we establish the bijection for the Floer trajectories of the special
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cyclic sequence

pt
L0
�!M0

L01
�!M1

L12
�!M2

L2
�! pt

when ı1!0. The monotonicity assumptions are crucial for this part since the exclusion
of a novel “figure eight bubble” in [38] hinges on a strict energy-index proportionality.

In Section 6 we provide a number of new tools for the calculation of Floer cohomology
(and hence detection of nondisplaceability), arising as direct consequences of (3) or
from a conjectural generalization of Perutz’ long exact Gysin sequence [24]. These
are meant to exemplify the wide applicability and reach of the basic isomorphism (3).
We believe that it should have much more dramatic consequences once systematically
employed. As first specific example of direct consequences of (3) we confirm the
calculation HF.T n

Cl;T
n

Cl/ Š H�.T
n/ of Cho [4] for the Clifford torus in CPn , and

we calculate some further Floer cohomologies in CPn using reduction at pairs of
transverse level sets. Next, we prove Hamiltonian nondisplaceability of the Lagrangian
3–sphere †� .CP1/��CP2 arising from reduction at the level set of an S1 –action on
CP2 containing TCl . The latter will be deduced from the nontriviality of HF.T 2

Cl;T
2

Cl/

together with our isomorphism

HF.S1
�TCl; †/Š HF.TCl;TCl/;

and the fact that HF.L0;L/¤0)HF.L;L/¤0 (since HF.L;L/ contains an element
that acts as the identity on HF.L0;L/). Finally, we generalize this nondisplaceability
result to the Lagrangian embedding † � .CPk�1/� � CPn of .S1/n�k �S2k�1 ,
which arises from the monotone level set of an Sn�kC1 –action on CPn for 2� k � n.

Another consequence of our results is a general prescription for defining topolog-
ical invariants by decomposing into simple pieces. For example, let Y be a com-
pact manifold and f W Y ! R a Morse function, which induces a decomposition
Y D Y01 [ � � � [ Y.k�1/k into simple cobordisms by cutting along noncritical level
sets X1; : : : ;Xk�1 . First one associates to each Xj a monotone symplectic mani-
fold M.Xj /, and to each Y.j�1/j with @Y.j�1/j D X�

j�1
tXj a smooth monotone

Lagrangian correspondence L.Y.j�1/j /�M.Xj�1/
� �M.Xj / (taking M.X0/ and

M.Xk/ to be points.) Second, one checks that the basic moves described by Cerf
theory (cancellation or change of order of critical points) change the sequence of
Lagrangian correspondences by replacing adjacent correspondences with an embedded
composition, or vice-versa. In other words, the equivalence class of sequences of
Lagrangian correspondences by embedded compositions ŒL.Y01/; : : : ;L.Y.k�1/k/�

does not depend on the choice of the Morse function f . Then the results of this paper
provide a group-valued invariant of Y , by taking the Floer homology of the sequence
of Lagrangian correspondences. For example, in [42; 43] we investigate the theory
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which uses as symplectic manifolds the moduli spaces of flat bundles with compact
structure group on three-dimensional cobordisms containing tangles. Conjecturally
this provides a symplectic construction of Donaldson type gauge theoretic invariants:
SO.3/–instanton Floer homology, its higher rank version (though not strictly defined in
the gauge theoretic setting), and the SU.n/–tangle invariants defined by Kronheimer–
Mrowka [14] from singular instantons. The same setup is used to give alternative
constructions of Heegaard Floer homology [16] and Seidel–Smith invariants [26].

Even more generally, in our paper [39] the quilted Floer cohomology groups provide
the 2–morphism spaces in our construction of a symplectic 2–category which contains
all Lagrangian correspondences as morphisms, and where the composition is equivalent
to geometric composition, if the latter is embedded. This setup in turn is used by
Abouzaid–Smith [1] to prove mirror symmetry for the 4–torus and deduce various
further symplectic consequences.

Notation and organization We will frequently refer to the assumptions (M1)–(M2),
(L1)–(L3) and (G1)–(G2) that can be found at the beginning of Section 4.1.

Section 2 is a detailed introduction to Lagrangian correspondences, geometric compo-
sition and sequences of correspondences, which also provides the basic framework for
the sequels [39; 41] to this paper. In Section 3 we generalize gradings to Lagrangian
correspondences and establish their behaviour under geometric composition, so that
the isomorphism (3) becomes an isomorphism of graded groups. Section 4 provides a
review of monotonicity and Floer cohomology and gives a first definition of the Floer
cohomology (1) by building a pair of Lagrangians in the product M0�M1�� � �Mk�1 .
The latter is however unsatisfactory since it does not provide an approach to the
isomorphism (3). Section 5 gives the general definition of quilted Floer cohomology
(1) and finalizes the proof of the isomorphism (3). Finally, Section 6 gives a number of
direct symplectic applications of the isomorphism (3).

Acknowledgements We thank Paul Seidel and Ivan Smith for encouragement and
helpful discussions, and we are very grateful to the meticulous referee for help with
cleaning up the details.

2 Lagrangian correspondences

Let M be a smooth manifold. A symplectic form on M is a closed, nondegenerate
two-form ! . A symplectic manifold is a smooth manifold equipped with a symplectic
form. If .M1; !1/ and .M2; !2/ are symplectic manifolds, then a diffeomorphism
'W M1!M2 is a symplectomorphism if '�!2 D !1 . Let Symp denote the category
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whose objects are symplectic manifolds and whose morphisms are symplectomorphisms.
We have the following natural operations on Symp.

(a) (Duals) If M D .M; !/ is a symplectic manifold, then M� D .M;�!/ is a
symplectic manifold, called the dual of M .

(b) (Sums) If Mj D .Mj ; !j /; j D 1; 2 are symplectic manifolds, then the disjoint
union M1[M2 equipped with the symplectic structure !1 on M1 and !2 on M2 , is
a symplectic manifold. The empty set ∅ is a unit for the disjoint union.

(c) (Products) If Mj D .Mj ; !j /; j D 1; 2 are symplectic manifolds, the Cartesian
product .M1�M2; �

�
1
!1C�

�
2
!2/ is a symplectic manifold. (Here �j W M1 �M2!

Mj denotes the projections.) The symplectic manifold pt, consisting of a single point,
is a unit for the Cartesian product.

Clearly the notion of symplectomorphism is very restrictive; in particular, the symplectic
manifolds must be of the same dimension. A more flexible notion of morphism is
that of Lagrangian correspondence, defined as follows [44; 45; 12]. Let M D .M; !/

be a symplectic manifold. A submanifold L � M is isotropic, resp. coisotropic,
resp. Lagrangian if the !–orthogonal complement TL! satisfies TL! � TL resp.
TL! � TL resp. TL! D TL.

Definition 2.0.1 Let M1;M2 be symplectic manifolds. A Lagrangian correspondence
from M1 to M2 is a Lagrangian submanifold L12 �M�

1
�M2 .

Example 2.0.2 The following are examples of Lagrangian correspondences:

(a) (Trivial correspondence) The one and only Lagrangian correspondence between
M1 D∅ and any other M2 is L12 D∅.

(b) (Lagrangians) Any Lagrangian submanifold L � M can be viewed both as
correspondence L�pt� �M from the point to M and as correspondence L�M��pt
from M to the point.

(c) (Graphs) If '12W M1!M2 is a symplectomorphism then its graph

graph.'12/D f.m1; '12.m1// j m1 2M1g �M�
1 �M2

is a Lagrangian correspondence.

(d) (Fibered coisotropics) Suppose that �W C !M is a coisotropic submanifold.
Then the null distribution T C! is integrable; see eg McDuff and Salamon [18, Lemma
5.30]. Suppose that T C! is in fact fibrating, that is, there exists a symplectic manifold
.B; !B/ and a fibration � W C ! B such that ��! is the pullback ��!B . Then

.���/W C !M�
�B
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maps C to a Lagrangian correspondence.

(e) (Level sets of moment maps) Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. Sup-
pose that G acts on M by Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms generated by a mo-
ment map �W M ! g� . (That is � is equivariant and the generating vector fields
g! Vect.M /; � 7! �M satisfy �.�M /! D �d.�; �/.) If G acts freely on ��1.0/,
then ��1.0/ is a smooth coisotropic fibered over the symplectic quotient M==G D

��1.0/=G , which is a symplectic manifold. Hence we have a Lagrangian correspon-
dence

.���/W ��1.0/!M�
� .M==G/:

The symplectic two-form !M==G on M==G is the unique form on M==G satisfying
��!M==G D �

�! .

Definition 2.0.3 Let M0;M1;M2 be symplectic manifolds and L01 �M�
0
�M1 ,

L12 �M�
1
�M2 Lagrangian correspondences.

(a) The dual Lagrangian correspondence of L01 is

.L01/
t
WD f.m1;m0/ j .m0;m1/ 2L01g �M�

1 �M0:

(b) The geometric composition of L01 and L12 is

L01ıL12 WD

(
.m0;m2/ 2M�

0 �M2

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ 9m1 2M1 W

.m0;m1/ 2L01

.m1;m2/ 2L12

)
�M�

0 �M2:

Geometric composition and duals of Lagrangian correspondences satisfy the following:

(a) (Graphs) If '01W M0!M1 and '12W M1!M2 are symplectomorphisms, then

graph.'01/ ı graph.'12/D graph.'12 ı'01/;

graph.'01/
t
D graph.'�1

01 /:

(b) (Zero) Composition with ∅ always yields ∅, that is for any Lagrangian corre-
spondence L01 �M�

0
�M1 we have

∅ ıL01 D∅; L01 ı∅D∅:

(c) (Identity) The diagonal is an identity. That is, if L01�M�
0
�M1 is a Lagrangian

correspondence and �j �M�
j �Mj are the diagonals, then

L01 D�0 ıL01 DL01 ı�1:
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(d) (Associativity) If L01 �M�
0
�M1;L12 �M�

1
�M2;L23 �M�

2
�M3 are

Lagrangian correspondences, then

.L01 ıL12/ ıL23 DL01 ı .L12 ıL23/;

.L01 ıL12/
t
D .L12/

t
ı .L01/

t :

The geometric composition can equivalently be defined as

L01 ıL12 D �02.L01 �M1
L12/;

the image under the projection �02W M
�
0
�M1 �M�

1
�M2!M�

0
�M2 of

L12 �M1
L01 WD .L01 �L12/\ .M

�
0 ��1 �M2/:

Here �1 �M�
1
�M1 denotes the diagonal. L01 ıL12 �M�

0
�M2 is an immersed

Lagrangian submanifold if L01 �L12 intersects M�
0
��1 �M2 transversally. In

general, the geometric composition of smooth Lagrangian submanifolds may not even
be immersed. We will be working with the following class of compositions, for which
the resulting Lagrangian correspondence is in fact a smooth submanifold, as will be
seen in Lemma 2.0.5 below.

Definition 2.0.4 We say that the composition L01ıL12 is embedded if L12�M1
L01

is cut out transversally (ie .L01 � L12/ t .M�
0
� �1 �M2/) and the projection

�02W L12 �M1
L01 ! L01 ı L12 � M�

0
�M2 is an embedding. (For compact

Lagrangians it suffices to assume that �02 is injective, by Lemma 2.0.5 below.)

By some authors (eg Guillemin and Sternberg [12]) geometric composition of La-
grangian correspondences is more generally defined under clean intersection hypotheses.
This extension is not needed in the present paper, because the quilted Floer cohomol-
ogy is invariant under Hamiltonian isotopy, and after such an isotopy transversality
may always be achieved. However, transverse intersection only yields an immersed1

Lagrangian correspondence, as the following Lemma shows.

Lemma 2.0.5 Let L01 �M�
0
�M1 , L12 � M�

1
�M2 be Lagrangian correspon-

dences such that the intersection .L01 �L12/ t .M�
0
��1 �M2/ is transverse. Then

the projection �02W L12 �M1
L01!L01 ıL12 �M�

0
�M2 is an immersion.

In particular, if the Lagrangians are compact, the intersection is transverse, and the
projection is injective, then the composition L01 ıL12 DWL02 is embedded.

1One can not necessarily remove all self-intersections of the immersed composition by Hamiltonian
isotopy on one correspondence. A basic example is the composition of transverse Lagrangian submanifolds
L;L0 �M . Identifying M ŠM � fptg Š fptg �M the projection L�M L0! L ıL0 � fptg � fptg
maps the (finite) intersection L t L0 to a point.
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Proof The proof essentially is a special case of the fact that the geometric composition
of linear Lagrangian correspondences is always well defined (ie yields another linear
Lagrangian correspondence); see eg Guillemin and Sternberg [12, Section 4.1].

Fix a point xD .x0;x1;x1;x2/2L01�M1
L12 then we need to check that ker dx�02D

f0g for the projection restricted to L12 �M1
L01 . In fact, we will show that

(4) ker dx�02 Š
Tx.M0 �M1 �M1 �M2/

.T.x0;x1/L01 �T.x1;x2/L12/C .Tx0
M0 �T.x1;x1/�1 �Tx2

M2/
;

which is zero by transversality. To simplify notation we abbreviate ƒ01 WDT.x0;x1/L01 ,
ƒ12 WD T.x1;x2/L12 , and Vi WD Txi

Mi . Now (4) follows as in [12, Section 4.1]. For
completeness we recall the precise argument: We identify

ker dx�02 D .ƒ01 �V1
ƒ12/\ .f0g �V1 �V1 � f0g/

Š
˚
v1 2 V1

ˇ̌
.0; v1/ 2ƒ01; .v1; 0/ 2ƒ12

	
D kerƒt

01\ kerƒ12;(5)

where kerƒ12 WD fv1 2 V1 j .v1; 0/ 2ƒ12g � V1 and similarly kerƒt
01
� V1 . On the

other hand, we use the symplectic complements with respect to the form !0112 WD

.�!0/˚!1˚ .�!1/˚!2 on V0 �V1 �V1 �V2 to identify

.V0 �V1 �V1 �V2/ = .ƒ01 �ƒ12/C .V0 ��V1
�V2/

Š .ƒ01 �ƒ12/
!0112 \ .V0 ��V1

�V2/
!0112

D
˚
.0; v1; v1; 0/

ˇ̌
.0; v1/ 2ƒ

.�!0/˚!1

01
; .v1; 0/ 2ƒ

.�!1/˚!2

12

	
Š .imƒ01/

!1 \ .imƒt
12/

!1 ;(6)

where imƒ01 WD�V1
.ƒ01/�V1 , similarly imƒt

12
�V1 , and we used the equivalence

.�!0˚!1/..0; v1/; .�0; �1//D 0 8 .�0; �1/ 2ƒ01

” !1.v1; �1/D 0 8�1 2 �V1
.ƒ01/:

Now the two vector spaces in (5) and (6) are identified by the dualities kerƒt
01
D

.imƒ01/
!1 and kerƒ12 D .imƒt

12
/!1 , which follow from the Lagrangian property

of ƒ01 resp. ƒt
12

,

.0; v1/ 2ƒ01 ” .0; v1/ 2ƒ
�!0˚!1

01
” v1 2 .imƒ01/

!1 :

This proves (4) and hence finishes the proof that �02 is an immersion. Finally, note
that an injective immersion of a compact set is automatically an embedding.

Remark 2.0.6 Suppose that the composition L01 ıL12 DWL02 is embedded.
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(a) By the injectivity, for every .x0;x2/ 2 L02 there is a unique solution x1 2M1

to .x0;x1;x1;x2/ 2L01 �L12 . Due to the transversality assumption, this solution is
given by a smooth map `1W L02!M1 .

(b) If L01 and L12 are compact, oriented, and equipped with a relative spin structure,
then L02 is also compact and inherits an orientation and relative spin structure; see our
paper [40]. The orientation is induced from the canonical orientation of the diagonal
(see Remark 3.0.5 (b)) and the splitting

T .M0 �M2 �M1 �M1/D
�
TL02 � f0g

�
˚
�
f0g � .T�1/

?
�
˚T .L01 �L12/

?:

(c) If both fundamental groups �1.L01/ and �1.L12/ have torsion image in the
respective ambient space, then �1.L02/ has torsion image in �1.M0 �M2/. (Any
loop  W S1!L02 lifts to a loop z W S1!L01�L12 with  D�02ız . By assumption,
some multiple cover zN is the boundary of a map zuW D2!M0 �M1 �M1 �M2 .
Hence the same cover N D .�02 ı zu/j@D2 is contractible.)

2.1 Generalized Lagrangian correspondences

A simple resolution of the composition problem (that geometric composition is not
always defined) is given by passing to sequences of Lagrangian correspondences and
composing them by concatenation. In [39] we employ these to define a symplectic
category containing all smooth Lagrangian correspondences as composable morphisms,
yet retaining geometric composition in cases where it is well defined.

Definition 2.1.1 Let M;M 0 be symplectic manifolds. A generalized Lagrangian
correspondence L from M to M 0 consists of

(a) a sequence N0; : : : ;Nr of any length r C 1� 2 of symplectic manifolds with
N0 DM and Nr DM 0 ,

(b) a sequence L01; : : : ;L.r�1/r of compact Lagrangian correspondences such that
L.j�1/j �N�

j�1
�Nj for j D 1; : : : ; r .

Definition 2.1.2 Let L from M to M 0 and L0 from M 0 to M 00 be two generalized
Lagrangian correspondences. Then we define composition

.L;L0/ WD
�
L01; : : : ;L.r�1/r ;L

0
01; : : : ;L

0
.r 0�1/r 0

�
as a generalized Lagrangian correspondence from M to M 00 . Moreover, we define the
dual

Lt
WD
�
Lt
.r�1/r ; : : : ;L

t
01

�
as a generalized Lagrangian correspondence from M 0 to M .
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We conclude this subsection by mentioning special cases of generalized Lagrangian
correspondences. The first is the case M DM 0 , which we will want to view separately
as a cyclic correspondence, without fixing the “base point” M .

Definition 2.1.3 A cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondence L consists of

(a) a cyclic sequence M0;M1; : : : ;Mr ;MrC1 DM0 of symplectic manifolds of
any length r C 1� 1,

(b) a sequence L01; : : : ;Lr.rC1/ of compact Lagrangian correspondences such that
Lj.jC1/ �M�

j �MjC1 for j D 0; : : : ; r .

The second special case is M D fptg, which generalizes the concept of Lagrangian
submanifolds. Namely, note that any Lagrangian submanifold L�M 0 can be viewed
as correspondence L� fptg� �M 0 .

Definition 2.1.4 Let M 0 be a symplectic manifold. A generalized Lagrangian sub-
manifold L of M 0 is a generalized Lagrangian correspondence from a point M D fptg
to M 0 . That is, L consists of

(a) a sequence N�r ; : : : ;N0 of any length r � 0 of symplectic manifolds with
N�r D fptg a point and N0 DM 0 ,

(b) a sequence L.�r/.�rC1/; : : : ;L.�1/0 of compact Lagrangian correspondences
such that L.i�1/i �N�

i�1
�Ni .

3 Gradings

The purpose of this section is to review the theory of graded Lagrangians and extend it
to generalized Lagrangian correspondences. It can be skipped at first reading.

Following Kontsevich and Seidel [31] one can define graded Lagrangian subspaces as
follows. Let V be a symplectic vector space and let Lag.V / be the Lagrangian Grass-
mannian of V . An N –fold Maslov covering for V is a ZN –covering LagN .V /!

Lag.V / associated to the Maslov class in Hom.�1.Lag.V //;Z/. (More precisely, the
mod N reduction of the Maslov class defines a representation �1.Lag.V //!ZN . Let
eLag.V / be the universal cover of Lag.V /, then the N –fold Maslov covering associated
to the given representation is the associated bundle eLag.V /��1.Lag.V //ZN!Lag.V /.)
A grading of a Lagrangian subspace ƒ 2 Lag.V / is a lift to zƒ 2 LagN .V /.
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Remark 3.0.5 (a) For any basepoint ƒ0 2 Lag.V / we obtain an N –fold Maslov
cover LagN .V; ƒ0/ given as the homotopy classes of paths zƒW Œ0; 1�! Lag.V / with
base point zƒ.0/D ƒ0 , modulo loops whose Maslov index is a multiple of N . The
covering is zƒ 7! zƒ.1/. The base point has a canonical grading given by the con-
stant path zƒ0 �ƒ0 . Any path between basepoints ƒ0; ƒ

0
0

induces an identification
LagN .V; ƒ0/! LagN .V; ƒ0

0
/.

(b) For the diagonal ��V ��V we fix a canonical grading and orientation as follows.
(This choice is made in order to obtain the degree identity in Lemma 3.0.12 (d).) We
identify the Maslov coverings LagN .V � � V; ƒ� �ƒ/ and LagN .V � � V; �/ by
concatenation of the paths2

(7) .eJ tƒ� �ƒ/t2Œ0;�=2�; .f.txCJy;xC tJy/jx;y 2ƒg/t2Œ0;1�;

for J 2End.V / an !–compatible complex structure on V (ie J 2D� Id and !.� ;J � /
is symmetric and positive definite). In particular, this induces the canonical grading on
the diagonal � with respect to any Maslov covering LagN .V ��V; ƒ��ƒ/, by con-
tinuation. Any identification LagN .V � �V; ƒ�

0
�ƒ0/! LagN .V � �V; ƒ�

1
�ƒ1/

induced by a path in LagN .V / maps the graded diagonal to the graded diagonal, since
the product � �  of any loop  W S1! Lag.V / has Maslov index 0. Similarly, we
define a canonical orientation on � by choosing any orientation on ƒ, giving the
product ƒ� �ƒ the product orientation (which is well defined), and extending the
orientation over the path (7). This is related to the orientation induced by projection of
the diagonal on the second factor by a sign .�1/n.n�1/=2 , where dim.M /D 2n.

Let M be a symplectic manifold and let Lag.M /!M be the fiber bundle whose fiber
over m 2M is the space Lag.TmM / of Lagrangian subspaces of TmM . An N –fold
Maslov covering of M is an N –fold cover LagN .M /!Lag.M / whose restriction to
each fiber is an N –fold Maslov covering LagN .TmM /!Lag.TmM /. Any choice of
Maslov cover for R2n induces a one-to-one correspondence between N –fold Maslov
covers of M and SpN .2n/–structures on M . Here 2nD dim M and SpN .2n/ is the
N –fold covering group of Sp.2n/ associated to the mod N reduction of the Maslov
class in Hom.�1.Sp.2n//;ZN /. (Explicitly, this is realized by using the identity as
base point.) An SpN .2n/–structure on M is an SpN .2n/–bundle FrN .M /!M

together with an isomorphism FrN .M /�SpN .2n/ Sp.2n/' Fr.M / to the symplectic
frame bundle of M . It induces the N –fold Maslov covering

N

Lag.M /D
N

Fr.M /�SpN .2n/

N

Lag.R2n/:

2 The first path arises from the canonical path between Id and J in Symp.V / . The second path can
be understood as the graphs of the symplectomorphisms .t�1Id/� .t Id/ on V Šƒ�Jƒ . For t! 0 this
graph converges to the split Lagrangian Jƒ�ƒ� V � �V ; for t D 1 the graph is the diagonal.
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The notions of duals, disjoint union, and Cartesian product extend naturally to the graded
setting as follows. The dual LagN .M�/ of a Maslov covering LagN .M /! Lag.M /

is the same space with the inverted ZN –action. We denote this identification by

(8)
N

Lag.M /!
N

Lag.M�/; zƒ 7! zƒ�:

For SpN –structures FrN .M0/ and FrN .M1/ the embedding

N

Sp.2n0/�ZN

N

Sp.2n1/!
N

Sp.2n0C 2n1/

induces an SpN .2n0C2n1/–structure FrN .M0�M1/ on the product and an equivariant
map

(9)
N

Fr.M0/�
N

Fr.M1/!
N

Fr.M0 �M1/

covering the inclusion Fr.M0/�Fr.M1/! Fr.M0�M1/. The corresponding product
of N –fold Maslov covers on M0 �M1 is the N –fold Maslov covering

N

Lag.M0 �M1/ WD
�N

Fr.M0/�
N

Fr.M1/
�
�SpN .2n0/�SpN .2n1/

N

Lag.R2n0 �R2n1/:

Combining this product with the dual yields a Maslov covering for M�
0
�M1 which

we can identify with

N

Lag.M�
0 �M1/D

�N

Fr.M0/�
N

Fr.M1/
�
�SpN .2n0/�SpN .2n1/

N

Lag.R2n0;� �R2n1/:

Finally, the inclusion Lag.M0/�Lag.M1/! Lag.M0 �M1/ lifts to a map

(10)
N

Lag.M0/�
N

Lag.M1/!
N

Lag.M0 �M1/; . zL0; zL1/ 7! zL0 �
N zL1

with fiber ZN . It is defined by combining the product (9) with the basic product of the
linear Maslov cover LagN .R2n0/�LagN .R2n1/! LagN .R2n0 �R2n1/.

Definition 3.0.6 (a) Let M0 , M1 be two symplectic manifolds equipped with N –
fold Maslov covers and let �W M0!M1 be a symplectomorphisms. A grading of
� is a lift of the canonical isomorphism Lag.M0/! Lag.M1/ to an isomorphism
�N W LagN .M0/! LagN .M1/, or equivalently, a lift of the canonical isomorphism
Fr.M0/ ! Fr.M1/ of symplectic frame bundles to an isomorphism FrN .M0/ !

FrN .M1/.

(b) Let L�M be a Lagrangian submanifold and M be equipped with an N –fold
Maslov cover. A grading of L is a lift �N

L
W L! LagN .M / of the canonical section

�LW L! Lag.M /.
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Remark 3.0.7 (a) The set of graded symplectomorphisms forms a group under
composition. In particular, the identity on M has a canonical grading, given by the
identity on LagN .M /.

(b) Given a one-parameter family �t of symplectomorphisms with �0 D IdM , we
obtain a grading of �t by continuity.

(c) Any choice of grading on the diagonal z�2LagN .R2n;��R2n/ induces a bijection
between gradings of a symplectomorphism �W M0!M1 and gradings of its graph
graph.�/�M�

0
�M1 with respect to the induced Maslov cover LagN .M�

0
�M1/.

Indeed, the graph of the grading, graph.�N / � .FrN .M0/ � FrN .M1//jgraph.�/ is
a principal bundle over graph.�/ with structure group SpN .2n/, 2n D dim M0 D

dim M1 . The graded diagonal descends under the associated fiber bundle construction
with graph.�N / to a section of LagN .M�

0
�M1/jgraph.�/ lifting graph.�/. Moreover,

this construction is equivariant for the transitive action of H 0.M0;ZN / on both the
set of gradings of � and the set of gradings of graph.�/.

We will refer to this as the canonical bijection when using the canonical grading
z� 2 LagN .R2n;��R2n/ in Remark 3.0.5. In particular, the diagonal in M��M has
a canonical grading induced by the canonical bijection from the canonical grading of
the identity on M .

(d) Any grading �N
L

of a Lagrangian submanifold L � M induces a grading of
L�M� via the diffeomorphism LagN .M�/! LagN .M /.

(e) Given graded Lagrangian submanifolds L0 �M0;L1 �M1 , the product subman-
ifold L0 �L1 �M0 �M1 inherits a grading from (10).

(f) Given a graded symplectomorphism �W M0 ! M1 and a graded Lagrangian
submanifold L � M0 , the image �.L/ � M1 inherits a grading by composition
�N
�.L/
D �N ı �N

L
.

Example 3.0.8 (a) Let Lag2.M / be the bundle whose fiber over m is the space
of oriented Lagrangian subspaces of TmM . Then Lag2.M /! Lag.M / is a 2–fold
Maslov covering. A Lag2.M /–grading of a Lagrangian L�M is equivalent to an
orientation on L.

(b) By [31, Section 2], any symplectic manifold M with H 1.M /D 0 and minimal
Chern number NM admits an N –fold Maslov covering LagN .M / if and only if N

divides 2NM . Any Lagrangian with minimal Maslov number NL admits a LagN .M /–
grading if and only if N divides NL . In particular, if H 1.M /D 0 and L is simply
connected, then NL D 2NM and L admits a Lag2NM .M / grading.
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(c) Suppose that Œ!� is integral, Œ!� D .1= l/c1.TM /, and L is a line bundle with
connection r and curvature curv.r/ D .2�= i/! . This induces a 2l –fold Maslov
cover Lag2l.M /! Lag.M /; see Seidel [31, Section 2b]. Let L �M be a Bohr–
Sommerfeld monotone Lagrangian as in Remark 4.1.4. A grading of L is equivalent
to a choice of (not necessarily horizontal) section of LjL whose l –th tensor power is
�K

L
; that is, a choice of the section exp.2� i /�L

L
in (19).

Definition 3.0.9 Let ƒ0; ƒ1 � V be a transverse pair of Lagrangian subspaces in
a symplectic vector space V and let zƒ0; zƒ1 2 LagN .V / be gradings. The degree
d.zƒ0; zƒ1/ 2 ZN is defined as follows. Let z0; z1W Œ0; 1�! LagN .V / be paths with
common starting point z0.0/ D z1.0/ and end points zj .1/ D zƒj . Let j W Œ0; 1�!
Lag.V / denote their image under the projection LagN .V /! Lag.V / and define

(11) d.zƒ0; zƒ1/ WD
1
2

dim.ƒ0/C I.0; 1/ mod N;

where I.0; 1/ denotes the Maslov index for the pair of paths as in [36; 27].

Let us recall from [27] that the Maslov index for a pair of paths with regular crossings
(in particular with a finite set of crossings C WD fs 2 Œ0; 1� j 0.s/\ 1.s/ ¤ f0gg) is
given by the sum of crossing numbers with the endpoints weighted by 1=2,

I.0; 1/D
1

2

X
s2C\f0;1g

sign.�.0; 1; s//C
X

s2C\.0;1/

sign.�.0; 1; s//:

Each crossing operator �.0; 1; s/ is defined on v20.s/\1.s/ by fixing Lagrangian
complements 0.s/

c , 1.s/
c of 0.s/; 1.s/ and setting

(12) �.0; 1; s/v D
d
dt

ˇ̌
tD0

!.v;w.t/�w0.t//

where w.t/ 2 0.s/
c such that v Cw.t/ 2 0.s C t/ and w0.t/ 2 1.s/

c such that
vCw0.sC t/ 2 1.s/.

Remark 3.0.10 The degree can alternatively be defined by fixing z0 �
zƒ0 and

choosing a path z W Œ0; 1�! LagN .V / from z .0/D zƒ0 to z .1/D zƒ1 such that the
crossing form �.;ƒ0; 0/ of the underlying path  W Œ0; 1�!Lag.V / is positive definite
at s D 0. Then the degree

d.zƒ0; zƒ1/D
dimƒ0

2
CI.ƒ0;  /D�

X
s2.0;1/

sign.�.;ƒ0; s//D�I 0.;ƒ0/ mod N

is given by the Maslov index I 0 of  j.0;1/ (not counting the endpoints) relative to ƒ0 .
Equivalently, we have

d.zƒ0; zƒ1/D I 0.�1; ƒ0/ mod N
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for the reversed path �1W Œ0; 1�! Lag.V / from �1.0/Dƒ1 to �1.1/Dƒ0 such
that the crossing form �.�1; ƒ0; 1/ is negative definite at s D 1.

Lemma 3.0.11 (Index theorem for once-punctured disks) Let ƒ0; ƒ1 � V be a
transverse pair of Lagrangian subspaces with gradings zƒ0; zƒ1 2 LagN .V /. Then for
any smooth path of graded Lagrangian subspaces zƒW Œ0; 1�! LagN .V / with endpoints
zƒ.j /D zƒj , j D 0; 1 we have

d.zƒ0; zƒ1/D Ind.DV;ƒ/ mod N:

Here DV;ƒ is any Cauchy–Riemann operator in V on the disk D with one outgoing
strip-like end .0;1/ � Œ0; 1� ,! D and with boundary conditions given by ƒ (the
projection of zƒ to Lag.V /) such that ƒ.j /Dƒj is the boundary condition over the
boundary components .0;1/� fj g, j D 0; 1 of the end.

Proof It suffices to prove the index identity for a fixed path zƒ. Indeed, if zƒ0 is
any other path with the same endpoints then we have Ind.DV;ƒ/ � Ind.DV;ƒ0/ D

Ind.DV;ƒ/ C Ind.DV;�ƒ0/ D Ind.DV;ƒ#.�ƒ0// by gluing. Here the last Cauchy–
Riemann operator is defined on the disk with no punctures and with boundary conditions
given by the loop ƒ# .�ƒ0/. Since the loop lifts to a loop zƒ# .�zƒ0/ in LagN .V /, its
Maslov index (and thus index) is 0 modulo N .

By Remark 3.0.10, the degree can be defined by a path zƒ from zƒ1 to zƒ0 whose
projection ƒ has negative definite crossing form at sD 1. The sum of crossing numbers
in d.zƒ0; zƒ1/D

P
s2.0;1/ sign.�.ƒ;ƒ0; s// is the Maslov index IH .ƒ/ in [33, Lemma

11.11] and hence equals to the Fredholm index Ind.DV;ƒ/ over the half space, or the
conformally equivalent disk with strip-like end. This conformal isomorphism takes the
boundary ends .�1;�1/ resp. .1;1/ in the half space fIm z � 0g (over which ƒ
equals to ƒ1 resp. ƒ0 ) to f1g � .1;1/ resp. f0g � .1;1/ in the strip-like end.

Lemma 3.0.12 The degree map satisfies the following properties.

(a) (Additivity) If V D V 0 �V 00 then

d.zƒ00 �
N zƒ000;

zƒ01 �
N zƒ001/D d.zƒ00;

zƒ01/C d.zƒ000;
zƒ001/

for zƒ0j ; zƒ
00
j graded Lagrangian subspaces in V 0;V 00 respectively, j D 0; 1.

(b) (Multiplicativity) For zƒ0; zƒ1 graded Lagrangian subspaces and any c 2 ZN

d.zƒ0; c � zƒ1/D cC d.zƒ0; zƒ1/:

(c) (Skewsymmetry) For zƒ0; zƒ1 graded Lagrangian subspaces

d.zƒ0; zƒ1/C d.zƒ1; zƒ0/D dimƒ0 D d.zƒ0; zƒ1/C d.zƒ�0 ;
zƒ�1 /:
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(d) (Diagonal) For a transverse pair zƒ0; zƒ1 of graded Lagrangian subspaces in V

and z� the canonically graded diagonal in V � �V

d.z�; zƒ�0 �
N zƒ1/D d.zƒ0; zƒ1/:

Proof The first three properties are standard; see Seidel [31, Section 2d]. We prove the
diagonal property to make sure all our sign conventions match up. For that purpose we
fix zL 2 LagN .V / and choose the following paths z:: of graded Lagrangian subspaces
(with underlying paths :: of Lagrangian subspaces):

� z0W Œ�1; 1�!LagN .V / from z0.�1/D zL to z0.1/D zƒ0 such that z0jŒ�1;0��
zL,

� z1W Œ�1; 1�!LagN .V / from z1.�1/D zL to z1.1/D zƒ1 , such that 1jŒ�1=2;0��

JL t L and 1jŒ�1;�1=2� is a smoothing of t 7! e�.1Ct/J L.
� z W Œ�1; 1�! LagN .V � �V / starting with z jŒ�1;�1=2�D .z

�
1
�N z0/jŒ�1;�1=2� ,

ending at z jŒ0;1� � z�, and such that  jŒ�1=2;0� is a smoothing of t 7!

f..2t C 1/xCJy;xC .2t C 1/Jy/ jx;y 2 Lg. (The lift to graded subspaces
matches up since  jŒ�1;0� is exactly the path of (7) which defines z� by connect-
ing it to zL� � zL.)

Note that we have I.0; 1/jŒ�1;0� D�
1
2

dimƒ0 and

I.; �0 � 1/jŒ�1;0� D I.�1 ; 
�
0 /jŒ�1;0�C I.0; 1/jŒ�1;0� D� dimƒ0

since  jŒ�1=2;0� is transverse to L� �JL. With these preparations we can calculate

d.zƒ0; zƒ1/D
1
2

dimƒ0C I.0; 1/D I.0; 1/jŒ0;1�

D I.�; �0 � 1/jŒ0;1�

D dimƒ0C I.; �0 � 1/D d.z�; zƒ�0 �
N zƒ1/:

Here the identity of the Maslov indices over the interval Œ0; 1� follows from identi-
fying the intersections K.s/ WD 0 \ 1 Š � \ .�

0
� 1/ and the crossing forms

�.s/; y�.s/W K.s/!R at regular crossings s 2 Œ0; 1� (after a homotopy of the paths to
regular crossings). Fix Lagrangian complements 0.s/

c and 1.s/
c , then for v 2K.s/

pick wi.t/ 2 i.s/
c such that v Cwi.t/ 2 i.s C t/. For the corresponding vector

yv D .v; v/ 2�\ .�
0
� 1/ we can pick yw.t/D .0; 0/ 2�c satisfying yvC yw.t/ 2�

and yw0.t/ D .w0; w1/ 2 0.s/
c � 1.s/

c satisfying yvC yw0.t/ 2 .0 � 1/.s C t/ to
identify the crossing forms

y�.s/yv D d
dt

ˇ̌
tD0

.�!˚!/.yv; yw.t/� yw0.t//

D
d
dt

ˇ̌
tD0

�
�!.v;�w0.t//C!.v;�w1.t//

�
D

d
dt

ˇ̌
tD0

!.v;w0.t/�w1.t//D �.s/v:
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If L0;L1 �M are LagN .M /–graded Lagrangians and intersect transversally then
one obtains a degree map

I.L0;L1/ WDL0\L1! ZN ; x 7! jxj WD d.�N
L0
.x/; �N

L1
.x//:

More generally, if L0;L1 do not necessarily intersect transversally, then we can pick a
Hamiltonian perturbation H W Œ0; 1��M !R such that its time 1 flow �1W M !M

achieves transversality �1.L0/ t L1 . Then the Hamiltonian isotopy and the grading
on L0 induce a grading on �1.L0/, which is transverse to L1 . The degree map is then
defined on the perturbed intersection points, d W I.L0;L1/ WD �1.L0/\L1! ZN .

3.1 Graded generalized Lagrangian correspondences

In this section we extend the grading and degree constructions to generalized Lagrangian
correspondences and discuss their behaviour under geometric composition and insertion
of the diagonal.

Definition 3.1.1 Let M and M 0 be symplectic manifolds equipped with N –fold
Maslov coverings. Let LD .L01; : : : ;L.r�1/r / be a generalized Lagrangian correspon-
dence from M to M 0 (ie L.j�1/j �M�

j�1
�Mj for a sequence M DM1; : : : ;Mr D

M 0 of symplectic manifolds). A grading on L consists of a collection of N –fold
Maslov covers LagN .Mj /!Mj and gradings of the Lagrangian correspondences
L.j�1/j with respect to LagN .M�

j�1
�Mj /, where the Maslov covers on M1 DM

and Mr DM 0 are the fixed ones.

A pair of graded generalized Lagrangian correspondences L1 and L2 from M to M 0

(with fixed Maslov coverings) defines a cyclic Lagrangian correspondence L1 # .L2/
t ,

which is graded in the following sense.

Definition 3.1.2 Let LD .L01; : : : ;Lr.rC1// be a cyclic generalized Lagrangian cor-
respondence (ie Lj.jC1/ �M�

j �MjC1 for a cyclic sequence M0;M1; : : : ;MrC1D

M0 of symplectic manifolds). An N –grading on L consists of a collection of N –fold
Maslov covers LagN .Mj /!Mj and gradings of the Lagrangian correspondences
Lj.jC1/ with respect to LagN .M�

j �MjC1/.

In the following, we will consider a cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondence L

and assume that it intersects the generalized diagonal transversally, ie

(13)
�
L01 �L12 � � � � �Lr.rC1/

�
t
�
��M0

���M1
� � � � ���Mr

�T
;

where ��
M
�M�M� is the (dual of the) diagonal and M0 �M�

0
�M1 � � � � �M�

r !

M�
0
�M1 � � � � �M�

r �M0 , Z 7!ZT is the transposition of the first to the last factor.
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In Section 4.3 this transversality will be achieved by a suitable Hamiltonian isotopy. It
ensures that the above transverse intersection cuts out a finite set, which we identify
with the generalized intersection points

I.L/ WD ��M0

�
L01��M1

L12 � � ���Mr
Lr.rC1/

�
D
˚
x D .x0; : : : ;xr / 2M0�� � ��Mr

ˇ̌
.x0;x1/ 2L01; : : : ; .xr ;x0/ 2Lr.rC1/

	
:

Remark 3.1.3 Consider two cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondences

LD .L01; : : : ;L.j�1/j ;Lj.jC1/; : : : ;Lr.rC1//;

L0 D .L01; : : : ;L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/; : : : ;Lr.rC1//

such that the composition L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ is embedded in the sense of Definition
2.0.4. Then the generalized intersection points

I.L/D
˚
.: : : ;xj�1;xj ;xjC1; : : :/ 2 � � � �Mj�1 �Mj �MjC1 � � �

ˇ̌
: : : ; .xj�1;xj / 2L.j�1/j ; .xj ;xjC1/ 2Lj.jC1/; : : :

	
D
˚
.: : : ;xj�1;xjC1; : : :/ 2 � � � �Mj�1 �MjC1 � � �

ˇ̌
: : : ; .xj�1;xjC1/ 2L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/; : : :

	
D I.L0/

are canonically identified, since the intermediate point xj 2Mj with .xj�1;xj / 2

L.j�1/j and .xj ;xjC1/ 2Lj.jC1/ is uniquely determined by the pair .xj�1;xjC1/ 2

L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ .

An N –grading on L induces an N –fold Maslov covering on

M WDM�
0 �M1 � � � � �Mr �M�

r �M0

and a grading of
L WDL01 �L12 � � � � �Lr.rC1/:

In addition, we have a grading on

�T
WD .��M0

���M1
� � � � ���Mr

/T

from the canonical grading on each factor. In order to define a degree we then identify
generalized intersection points x D .x0;x1; : : : ;xr / with the actual intersection points
x D .x0;x1;x1; : : : ;xr ;xr ;x0/ 2L\�T .

Definition 3.1.4 Let L be a graded cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondence L

that is transverse to the diagonal (13). Then the degree is

I.L/! ZN ; x 7! jxj D d.�N
L .x/; �

N
�T .x//:
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Lemma 3.1.5 Alternatively, the degree is defined as follows:

(a) Pick any tuple of Lagrangian subspaces ƒ0i 2 Lag.Txi
Mi/, ƒ00i 2 Lag.Txi

M�
i /,

i D 0; : : : ; r whose product is transverse to the diagonal, ƒ0i �ƒ
00
i t �Txi

Mi
.

Then there exists a path (unique up to homotopy)  W Œ0; 1�! Lag.TxM / from
 .0/D TxL to  .1/Dƒ00

0
�ƒ0

1
� � � � �ƒ0r �ƒ

00
r �ƒ

0
0

that is transverse to the
diagonal at all times,  .t/ t Tx�

T . We lift the grading �N
L
.x/ 2 LagN .TxM /

along this path and pick preimages under the graded product map (10) to define
zƒ0i 2 LagN .Txi

Mi/ and zƒ00i 2 LagN .Txi
M�

i /. Then

jxj D

rX
iD0

d.zƒ0i ;
zƒ00�i /:

(b) If L has even length r C 1 2 2N then it defines an N –fold Maslov cover on�M WDM�
0
�M1�M�

2
�� � ��Mr and a pair of graded Lagrangian submanifolds,

L.0/ WDL01 �L23 � � � � �L.r�1/r �
�M ;

L.1/ WD .L12 �L34 � � � � �Lr.rC1//
T
� �M�;

where we denote by M�
1
�� � ��M�

r �M0!M0�M�
1
�� � ��M�

r , Z 7!ZT

the transposition of the last to the first factor. If L has odd length rC12 2NC1

we insert the diagonal �M0
�M�

0
�M0 DM�

rC1
�M0 (with its canonical

grading) before defining a pair of graded Lagrangian submanifolds as above.
By (13), the Lagrangians intersect transversally L.0/t L�

.1/
, and this intersection

is canonically identified with I.L/. Then for x 2 I.L/ corresponding to
y 2L.0/\L�

.1/
we have

jxj D jyj D d.�N
L.0/

.y/; �N
L.1/

.y/�/:

Proof In (a) we use the fact that the path  has zero Maslov index to rewrite

d.�N
L .x/; �

N
�T .x//Dd.zƒ00�

N zƒ000�
N
� � ��

N zƒ0r�
N zƒ00r ;

z��Tx0
M0
�

N
� � ��

N z��Txr Mr
/;

where we moreover transposed the factors. Now by Lemma 3.0.12 the right-hand side
can be written as the sum over d.zƒ0i �

N zƒ00i ;
z��

Txi
Mi
/D d.zƒ0i ;

zƒ00�i /.

In (b) note that a reordering of the factors identifies the pair of graded Lagrangians
.L.0/ �L.1/; �

��M / with .L; �T / for r odd. So Lemma 3.0.12 implies

d.�N
L .x/; �

N
�T .x//D d.�N

L.0/
.y/�N �N

L.1/
.y/; z��

T.y;y/ �M /D d.�N
L.0/

.y/; �N
L.1/

.y/�/:
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For r even the same argument proves

d.�N
L.0/

.y/; �N
L.1/

.y/�/

D d
�
�N

L .x/�
N z�Tx0

M0
; .z��Tx0

M0
� � � � � z��Txr Mr

� z��Tx0
M0
/T /;

which equals to d.�N
L
.x/; �N

�T .x// by Lemma 3.1.6 (b) below.

The following Lemma describes the effect of inserting a diagonal on the grading of
generalized Lagrangian correspondences. Part (a) addresses noncyclic correspondences,
whereas (b) applies to cyclic correspondences with

ƒD T.x0;x1;:::;xr ;x0/.L01 �L12 � � � � �Lr.rC1//;

K D T.x0;x0;x1;:::;xr /.�
�
M0
���M1

� � � � ���Mr
/;

V0 D Tx0
M0;

V1 D T.x1;:::;xr /.M1 �M�
1 � � � � �Mr �M�

r /:

Lemma 3.1.6 Let V0;V1;V2 be symplectic vector spaces.

(a) Let zƒ0 � LagN .V0/, zƒ01 � LagN .V �
0
�V1/, zƒ12 � LagN .V �

1
�V2/, and

zƒ2 � LagN .V �
2
/ be graded Lagrangian subspaces. If the underlying Lagrangian

subspaces are transverse then

d.zƒ0 �
N zƒ12; zƒ

�
01 �

N zƒ�2 /D d.zƒ0 �
N z�1 �

N zƒ2; zƒ
�
01 �

N zƒ�12/:

(b) Let zƒ� LagN .V �
0
�V1 �V0/ and zK � LagN .V0 �V �

0
�V1/ be graded La-

grangian subspaces. If the underlying Lagrangian subspaces are transverse then

d.zƒ�N z�0; . zK �
N z��0 /

T /D d.zƒ; zKT /;

with the transposition V0 �W !W �V0 , Z 7!ZT .

Proof To prove (a) pick a path 0112W Œ0; 1� ! Lag.V0 � V �
1
� V1 � V �

2
/ from

0112.0/Dƒ
�
01
�ƒ�

12
to a split Lagrangian subspace 0112.1/Dƒ

0
0
�ƒ0

1
�ƒ00

1
�ƒ0

2

that is transverse to ƒ0��1�ƒ2 at all times and hence has Maslov index I.0112; ƒ0�

�1 �ƒ2/ D 0. We can homotope this path with fixed endpoints to 0112 D 01 �

12W Œ0; 1�! Lag.V0 � V �
1
/� Lag.V1 � V �

2
/ that may intersect ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ2 but

still has vanishing Maslov index. We lift the grading along the paths 01 and 12 and
pick preimages under the graded product map (10) to obtain gradings zƒ0

0
2 LagN .V0/,

zƒ0
1
2 LagN .V �

1
/, zƒ00

1
2 LagN .V1/, zƒ02 2 LagN .V �

2
/. With these we calculate,
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using Lemma 3.0.12,

d.zƒ0 �
N zƒ12; zƒ

�
01 �

N zƒ�2 /D d.zƒ0 �
N zƒ00�1 �

N zƒ0�2 ;
zƒ00 �

N zƒ01 �
N zƒ�2 /

D d.zƒ0; zƒ
0
0/C d.zƒ00�1 ; zƒ01/C d.zƒ0�2 ;

zƒ�2 /

D d.zƒ0; zƒ
0
0/C d.z�1; zƒ

0
1 �

N zƒ001/C d.zƒ2; zƒ
0
2/

D d.zƒ0 �
N z�1 �

N zƒ2; zƒ
0
0 �

N zƒ01 �
N zƒ001 �

N zƒ02/

D d.zƒ0 �
N z�1 �

N zƒ2; zƒ
�
01 �

N zƒ�12/:

The first and last degree identity are due to the vanishing of the Maslov index

0D I.ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ2; 01 � 12/D I.ƒ0 � 
�
12; 01 �ƒ

�
2 /D 0:

The identity of these Maslov indices follows from identifying the intersections K.s/ WD

.ƒ0 � 
�
12
.s//\ .01.s/�ƒ

�
2
/Š.ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ2/\ .01 � 12/ and the crossing form

�.s/; y�.s/W K.s/!R given by (12) at regular crossings s2 Œ0; 1�. Fix Lagrangian com-
plements 01.s/

c �V0�V �
1

and 12.s/
c �V1�V �

2
, then for vD .v0; v1; v2/2K.s/

we can pick .w1; w2/.t/ 2 12.s/
c such that v C .0; w1; w2/.t/ 2 ƒ0 � 12.s C t/

and .w0
0
; w0

1
/.t/ 2 01.s/

c such that vC .w0
0
; w0

1
; 0/.t/ 2 01.s C t/�ƒ2 . For the

corresponding vector yv D .v0; v1; v1; v2/ 2 .ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ
�
2
/\ .�

01
� �

12
/ we have

yvC .0; 0; 0; 0/ 2 .ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ2/ and yvC .w0
0
; w0

1
; w1; w2/.t/ 2 .01 � 12/.sC t/.

With this we identify the crossing forms

y�.s/yv D d
dt

ˇ̌
tD0

.!0˚�!1˚!1˚�!2/
�
yv; .0; 0; 0; 0/� .w00; w

0
1; w1; w2/.t/

�
D

d
dt

ˇ̌
tD0

�
�!0.v0; w

0
0/�!1.v1; w1�w

0
1/C!2.v2; w2/

�
D

d
dt

ˇ̌
tD0

.!0˚�!1˚!2/
�
v; .0; w1; w2/.t/� .w

0
0; w

0
1; 0/.t/

�
D �.s/v:

This proves (a). To prove (b) we pick a path  W Œ0; 1�!Lag.V �
0
�V1�V0/ from  .0/D

ƒ to a split Lagrangian subspace  .1/Dƒ�
0
�ƒ1�ƒ

0
0
2Lag.V �

0
/�Lag.V1/�Lag.V0/

that is transverse to KT at all times and hence has Maslov index

0D I.;KT /D I. ��0; .K ��
�
0 /

T /:

Here the equality of Maslov follows directly from the identification of the trivial
intersections . ��0/\ .K ��

�
0
/T Š  \KT D f0g. Now we can lift the grading

along  to obtain gradings zƒ0 2 LagN .V0/, zƒ1 2 LagN .V1/, zƒ00 2 LagN .V0/.
With these we calculate, using part (a) and the fact that gradings are invariant under
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simultaneous transposition of both factors,

d.zƒ�N z�0; . zK �
N z��0 /

T /D d.zƒ�0 �
N zƒ1 �

N zƒ00 �
N z�0; . zK �

N z��0 /
T /

D d.zƒ00 �
N z�0 �

N zƒ�0 �
N zƒ1; z�

�
0 �

N zK/

D d.zƒ00 �
N zK�; z��0 �

N .zƒ�0 �
N zƒ1/

�/

D d.z�0 �
N .zƒ�0 �

N zƒ1/; zƒ
0�
0 �

N zK/

D d. zK�; zƒ0�0 �
N .zƒ�0 �

N zƒ1/
�/

D d.zƒ00 �
N zƒ�0 �

N zƒ1; zK/

D d.zƒ�0 �
N zƒ1 �

N zƒ00;
zKT /D d.zƒ; zKT /:

In the rest of this section we investigate the effect of geometric composition on the
grading of Lagrangian correspondences. This requires a generalization of Viterbo’s
index calculations [36].

First, we lift the composition map to Maslov covers. Let M0;M1;M2 be symplectic
manifolds equipped with N –fold Maslov coverings LagN .Mj /; j D 0; 1; 2. We equip
the products M�

i �Mj and M�
0
�M1�M�

1
�M2 with the induced Maslov coverings

LagN .M�
i �Mj / resp. LagN .M�

0
�M1 �M�

1
�M2/. We denote by

T .M1/� Lag.M�
0 �M1 �M�

1 �M2/
ˇ̌
M0��M1

�M2

the subbundle whose fibre over .m0;m1;m1;m2/ consists of the Lagrangian subspaces

ƒ0112 � T.m0;m1;m1;m2/.M
�
0 �M1 �M�

1 �M2/

that are transverse to the diagonal

�0112 WD Tm0
M0 ��Tm1

M1
�Tm2

M2:

The linear composition of Lagrangian subspaces extends a smooth map

ı W T .M1/! Lag.M�
0 �M2/; ƒ0112 7! �M0�M2

�
ƒ0112\�0112

�
:

The preimage of T .M1/ in the Maslov cover will be denoted by

T N .M1/�
N

Lag.M�
0 �M1 �M�

1 �M2/
ˇ̌
M0��M1

�M2
:

Finally, recall that we have a canonical grading of the diagonal z�M1
2LagN .M�

1
�M1/

and its dual z��
M1
2LagN .M1 �M�

1
/, and let us denote another exchange of factors by

N

Lag.M�
0 �M2 �M1 �M�

1 /!
N

Lag.M�
0 �M1 �M�

1 �M2/; zƒ 7! zƒT :
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Lemma 3.1.7 The linear composition ı W T .M1/! Lag.M�
0
�M2/ lifts to a unique

smooth map ıN W T N .M1/! LagN .M�
0
�M2/ with the property that

(14) ı
N
��
zƒ02 �

N zƒ11

�T �
D d.zƒ11; z�

�
M1
/ � zƒ02

for all graded Lagrangians zƒ022LagN .M�
0
�M2/ and zƒ112LagN .M1 �M�

1
/, such

that the underlying Lagrangian ƒ11 2Lag.M1 �M�
1
/ is transverse to the diagonal.

Proof We denote by Lag.R2n/ the Lagrangian Grassmannian in R2n , write dim MiD

2ni , and abbreviate R0112 WDR2n0;��R2n1 �R2n1;��R2n2 . Let T � Lag.R0112/

be the subset of Lagrangian subspaces meeting the diagonal R2n0 ��R2n1 �R2n2

transversally. The linear composition map

Lag.R0112/�T!Lag.R2n0;��R2n2/; ƒ 7!�R2n0�R2n2

�
ƒ\.R2n0��R2n1�R2n2/

�
is equivariant under Sp.2n0/�Sp.2n1/�Sp.2n2/, and it lifts to a unique map equi-
variant under SpN .2n0/�SpN .2n1/�SpN .2n2/,

(15)
N

Lag.R0112/� T N
!

N

Lag.R2n0;� �R2n2/

with the property (14). On the other hand, the restriction of the product bundle
Fr.M0/�Fr.M1/�Fr.M1/�Fr.M2/ to M0 ��M1

�M2 admits a reduction of the
structure group to Sp.2n0/�Sp.2n1/�Sp.2n2/, and similarly the restriction

N

Fr
0112
WD
�N

Fr.M0/�
N

Fr.M1/�
N

Fr.M1/�
N

Fr.M2/
�ˇ̌

M0��M1
�M2

admits a reduction of the structure group to SpN .2n0/�SpN .2n1/�SpN .2n2/. This
group acts on LagN .R0112/ by the diagonal action of SpN .2n1/ on R2n1 �R2n1;� .
Finally, we use the associated fiber bundle construction to identify

N

Lag.M�
0 �M1 �M�

1 �M2/
ˇ̌
M0��M1

�M2

Š
N

Fr
0112
�SpN .2n0/�SpN .2n1/�SpN .2n1/�SpN .2n2/

N

Lag.R0112/

Š
�N

Fr.M0/�
N

Fr.M1/�
N

Fr.M2/
�
�SpN .2n0/�SpN .2n1/�SpN .2n2/

N

Lag.R0112/;

N

Lag.M�
0 �M2/

D
�N

Fr.M�
0 /�

N

Fr.M2/
�
�SpN .2n0/�SpN .2n2/

N

Lag.R2n0;� �R2n2/:

Then the forgetful map on the first factor and the equivariant map (15) on the second
factor define the unique lift ıN .
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Now consider two graded Lagrangian correspondences L01 �M�
0
�M1 and L12 �

M�
1
�M2 and suppose that the composition L01ıL12DWL02�M�

0
�M2 is smooth

and embedded. The canonical section �L02
W L02! Lag.M�

0
�M2/ is given by the

linear composition ı applied to .�L01
� �L12

/jL01��M1
L12

. The gradings �N
L01

, �N
L12

induce a grading on L02 ,

(16) �N
L02
WD ı

N
�
�N

L01
�

N �N
L12

�ˇ̌
L01��M1

L12
;

where the map �N is defined in (10) and we identify L02 ŠL01 ��M1
L12 .

Proposition 3.1.8 Let L0�M0 , L01�M�
0
�M1 , L12�M�

1
�M2 , and L2�M�

2

be graded Lagrangians such that the composition L01ıL12DWL02 is embedded. Then,
with respect to the induced grading on L02 , the degree map I.L0 �L2;L02/! ZN

is the pullback of the degree map I.L0 �L12;L01 �L2/! ZN under the canonical
identification3 of intersection points.

Proof Suppose for simplicity that Hamiltonian perturbations have been applied to the
Lagrangians L0;L2 such that I.L0�L2;L02/ (and hence also I.L0�L12;L01�L2/)
is the intersection of transverse Lagrangians. We need to consider .m0;m1;m2/ 2

.L0 �L12/\ .L01 �L2/, which corresponds to .m0;m2/ 2 .L0 �L2/\L02 . We
abbreviate the tangent spaces of the Lagrangians by ƒj DTmjLj , ƒij D T.mi ;mj /Lij ,
and �1 D �Tm1

M1
and their graded lifts by zƒj D �

N
Lj
.mj /, zƒij D �

N
Lij
.mi ;mj /,

and z�1 D
z�Tm1

M1
. We claim that

d.zƒ0 �
N zƒ12; zƒ

�
01 �

N zƒ�2 /D d.zƒ0 �
N z�1 �

N zƒ2; zƒ
�
01 �

N zƒ�12/

D d.zƒ0 �
N zƒ2; zƒ

�
01 ı

N zƒ�12/:(17)

The first identity is Lemma 3.1.6. To prove (17) we begin by noting the transverse inter-
section ƒ02 tƒ0�ƒ2 . We denote zƒ02 WD

zƒ01 ı
N zƒ12 (hence zƒ�

02
D zƒ�

01
ıN zƒ�

12
)

and pick a path z02W Œ0; 1�! LagN .Tm0
M�

0
�Tm2

M2/ from z02.0/D zƒ0�
N zƒ2 to

z02.1/ D zƒ
�
02

whose crossing form with ƒ0 �ƒ2 at s D 0 is positive definite and
hence by Remark 3.0.10

d.zƒ0 �
N zƒ2; zƒ

�
02/D�I 0.02; ƒ0 �ƒ2/:

Here I 0 denotes the Maslov index of a pair of paths not counting crossings at the
endpoints. Next, fix a complement L11 2 Lag.T.m1;m1/M1 �M�

1
/ of the diagonal.

Then both .ƒ02 �
N L11/

T and ƒ01 �ƒ12 are transverse to Tm0
M0 ��1 �Tm2

M2

3Here it suffices to allow for Hamiltonian perturbation on M0 and M2 , ie replacing L0;L2 with
L0

0
WD �

H0

1
.L0/ , L0

2
WD .�

H2

1
/�1.L2/ . Then for every .m0;m2/ 2 .L

0
0
�L0

2
/\L02 there is a unique

m12M1 such that .m0;m1/2L01 , .m1;m2/2L12 , hence .m0;m1;m2/2 .L
0
0
�L12/\ .L01 �L0

2
/ .
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and their composition is ƒ02 . By Lemma 3.1.9 below we then find a path 0112 and lift
it to z0112W Œ0; 1�! LagN .T.m0;m1;m1;m2/M

�
0
�M1 �M�

1
�M2/ from z0112.0/D

Œzƒ02 �
N zL11�

T to z0112.1/ D zƒ01 �
N zƒ12 whose composition ı.0112/ D ƒ02

is constant and that has no crossings with ƒ0 � �1 � ƒ2 (by the transversality
0112\ .ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ2/ D ƒ02 \ .ƒ0 �ƒ2/ D f0g). Here the grading of zL11 is
determined by continuation along this path. Since the composition ı.0112/ is constant
this continuation yields

zƒ02 D ı
N .z0112/D ı

N ..zƒ02 �
N zL11/

T /D d. zL11; z�
�
1 / �
zƒ02:

Here we also used (14), and we deduce that d. zL11; z�
�
1
/D 0 mod N . Furthermore, we

fix a path z11W Œ0; 1�!LagN .T.m1;m1/M
�
1
�M1/ from z11.0/D z�1 to z11.1/D zL

�
11

whose crossing form with �1 at s D 0 is positive definite, and thus

�I 0.11; �1/D d.z�1; zL
�
11/D d. zL11; z�

�
1 /D 0 mod N:

Now the concatenated path .z02 � z11/
T # z�

0112
connects zƒ0 �

N z�1 �
N zƒ2 to

zƒ�
01
�N zƒ�

12
with positive definite crossing form at s D 0, and (17) can be verified:

d.zƒ0 �
N z�1 �

N zƒ2; zƒ
�
01 �

N zƒ�12/

D�I 0..02 � 11/
T # �0112; ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ2/

D�I 0.02; ƒ0 �ƒ2/� I 0.11; �1/� I 0.�0112; ƒ0 ��1 �ƒ2/

D�I 0.02; ƒ0 �ƒ2/D d.zƒ0 �
N zƒ2; zƒ

�
02/:

Lemma 3.1.9 Let V0;V1;V2 be symplectic vector spaces, ƒ02 � V �
0
� V2 a La-

grangian subspace, and denote by

Tƒ02
� Lag.V �0 �V1 �V �1 �V2/

the subset of Lagrangian subspaces ƒ�V �
0
�V1�V �

1
�V2 with ƒt.V0��V1

�V2/DW

yƒ02 and �02.yƒ02/Dƒ02 . Then Tƒ02
is contractible.

Proof We fix metrics on V0 , V1 , and V2 . Then we will construct a contraction
.�t /t2Œ0;1� , �t W Tƒ02

! Tƒ02
with �0 D Id and �1 � ‰.ƒ02 � .�1/

?/, where
‰W V �

0
�V2 �V1 �V �

1
! V �

0
� V1 � V �

1
� V2 exchanges the factors. To define

�t .ƒ/ we write ƒD yƒ02˚
yƒ11 , where yƒ11 is the orthogonal complement of yƒ02 in

ƒ. Now yƒ02 is the image of .IdV0
; i1; i1; IdV2

/W ƒ02!V �
0
�V1�V �

1
�V2 for a linear

map i1W ƒ02! V1 and yƒ11 is the image of .j0; IdV1
C j1;�IdV1

C j1; j2/W V1 !

V �
0
�V1 �V �

1
�V2 for linear maps ji W V1! Vi . One can check that

�t .ƒ/ WD im
�
IdV0

; t � i1; t � i1; IdV2

�
˚ im

�
t � j0; IdV1

C t2
� j1;�IdV1

C t2
� j1; t � j2

�
is an element of Tƒ02

for all t 2 Œ0; 1� and defines a smooth contraction.
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4 Floer cohomology

The main content of this section is a review of the construction of graded Floer
cohomology for pairs of Lagrangian submanifolds in monotone and exact cases by
Floer, Oh, and Seidel. In Section 4.3 we then extend Floer cohomology to generalized
Lagrangian correspondences, which in Section 5 will be reformulated in terms of
pseudoholomorphic quilts.

4.1 Monotonicity

Let .M; !/ be a symplectic manifold. Let J .M; !/ denote the space of compatible
almost complex structures on .M; !/. Any J 2 J .M; !/ gives rise to a complex
structure on the tangent bundle TM ; the first Chern class c1.TM / 2 H 2.M;Z/ is
independent of the choice of J . Throughout, we will use the following standing
assumptions on all symplectic manifolds:

(M1) .M; !/ is monotone, that is for some � � 0

Œ!�D �c1.TM /:

(M2) If � > 0 then M is compact. If � D 0 then M is (necessarily) noncompact but
satisfies “bounded geometry” assumptions as in [33].

Note here that we treat the exact case Œ!�D 0 as special case of monotonicity (with
� D 0). Next, we denote the index map by

c1W �2.M /! Z; u 7! .c1;u�ŒS
2�/:

The minimal Chern number NM 2N is the nonnegative generator of its image.

Associated to a Lagrangian submanifold L�M are the Maslov index and action (ie
symplectic area) maps

I W �2.M;L/! Z; AW �2.M;L/!R:

Our standing assumptions on all Lagrangian submanifolds are the following:

(L1) L is monotone, that is

2A.u/D �I.u/ 8u 2 �2.M;L/

where the � � 0 is (necessarily) that from (M1).

(L2) L is compact and oriented.
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Any homotopy class Œu�2�2.M;L/ that is represented by a nontrivial J –holomorphic
disk uW .D; @D/! .M;L/ has positive action A.Œu�/ D

R
u�! > 0. Monotonicity

with � > 0 then implies that the index is also positive. So, for practical purposes, we
define the (effective) minimal Maslov number NL 2 N as the generator of I.fŒu� 2

�2.M;L/jA.Œu�/ > 0g/�N . If M and L are exact (� D 0), then A� 0, so we have
NL D1.

If the Lagrangian submanifold L is oriented then I.u/ is always even since it is the
Maslov index of a loop of oriented Lagrangian subspaces. So the orientation and
monotonicity assumption on L imply NL� 2, ie any nontrivial holomorphic disk must
have I.u/� 2, which excludes disk bubbling in transverse moduli spaces of index 0

and 1.

In order for the Floer cohomology groups to be well defined we will also have to make
the following additional assumption.
(L3) L has minimal Maslov number NL � 3.

Alternatively, following [22; 10], we may replace (L3) by an assumption on the
disk counts, which we briefly recall here. Given any p 2 L and !–compatible
almost complex structure J 2 J .M; !/ let M2

1
.L;J;p/ be the moduli space of J –

holomorphic disks uW .D; @D/! .M;L/ with Maslov number 2 and one marked point
satisfying u.1/D p , modulo automorphisms of the disk fixing 1 2 @D . Oh proves that
for any p 2L there exists a dense subset J reg.p/�J .M; !/ such that M2

1
.L;J;p/

is cut out transversely, and consequentially a finite set. Moreover, any relative spin
structure on L induces an orientation on M2

1
.L;J;p/. Letting �WM2

1
.L;J;p/!

f˙1g denote the map comparing the given orientation to the canonical orientation of a
point, the disk number of L,

(18) w.L/ WD
X

u2M2
1
.L;J ;p/

�.u/

is independent of J 2 J reg.p/ and p 2 L. If we work without orientations then
w.L/ 2 Z2 is still well defined.

As a third class of assumptions, we will restrict our considerations to Maslov coverings
and gradings that are compatible with orientations, that is we make the following
additional assumptions on the grading of the symplectic manifolds M and Lagrangian
submanifolds L�M . (In the case N D 2 these assumptions reduce to (L2).)
(G1) M is equipped with a Maslov covering LagN .M / for N even, and the induced

2–fold Maslov covering Lag2.M / is the one described in Example 3.0.8 (i).
(G2) L is equipped with a grading �N

L
W L! LagN .M /, and the induced 2–grading

L! Lag2.M / is the one given by the orientation of L.
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In the following we discuss topological situations which ensure monotonicity.

Lemma 4.1.1 Suppose that M is monotone and L �M is a compact Lagrangian
such that �1.L/ is torsion; that is every element has finite order, and there is a finite
maximal order k . Then L is monotone and the minimal Maslov number is at least
2NM=k .

Proof Let uW .D; @D/! .M;L/ and let k.u/ be the order of the restriction of u

to the boundary in �1.L/. After passing to a k.u/–fold branched cover zu, we may
assume that the restriction of zu to @D is homotopically trivial in L. By adding the
homotopy we obtain a sphere vW S2!M with k.u/I.u/D I.zu/D 2c1.v/ divisible
by 2NM . For the relation between the first Chern class and the Maslov index, see eg
McDuff and Salamon [18, Appendix C]. The similar identity for the actions (due to
!jL D 0) completes the proof.

In practice, we will need the action-index relation not only for disks as in (L1) but also
for other surfaces with several boundary components mapping to several Lagrangians.
(This really only becomes relevant in [41] for the definition of relative invariants from
surfaces with strip-like ends.) In particular, to define Floer cohomology for a pair of
Lagrangians (and especially later to prove the isomorphism (3)) we need the action-
index for annuli between the two Lagrangians. This provides the energy-index relation
in Remark 4.2.2. In fact, it also implies monotonicity (L1) for both Lagrangians as
long as M is connected.

Definition 4.1.2 (a) We say that a tuple .Le/e2E is monotone with monotonicity
constant � � 0 if the following holds: Let † be any connected compact surface with
nonempty boundary @†D

F
e2E Ce (with Ce possibly empty or disconnected). Then

for every map uW †!M satisfying u.Ce/�Le we have the action-index relation

2

Z
u�! D � � I.u�TM; .u�TLe/e2E/;

where I is the sum of the Maslov indices of the totally real subbundles .ujCe
/�TLe

in some fixed trivialization of u�TM .

(b) We say that a pair .L0;L1/ is monotone for Floer theory if (a) holds for the
annulus †D Œ0; 1��S1 and every map u with boundary values u.fj g�S1/�Lj for
j D 0; 1.

The following is a minor generalization of [22, Proposition 2.7].
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Lemma 4.1.3 Suppose that M is monotone.

(a) If each Le � M is monotone, and the image of each �1.Le/ in �1.M / is
torsion, then the tuple .Le/e2E is monotone.

(b) If both L0;L1 � M are monotone, and the image of �1.L0/ or �1.L1/ in
�1.M / is torsion, then the pair .L0;L1/ is monotone for Floer theory.

Proof To check (a) consider uW †!M satisfying u.Ce/�Le . By assumption we
have integers Ne 2 N such that NeujCe

is contractible in M . Let N D
Q

e2E Ne ,
so that N ujCe

is contractible for all boundary components Ce of †. Let z†!† be
a ramified N –cover defined as follows: Pick one ramification point z1; : : : ; zk 2 †

in each connected component of † with nonempty boundary. Then there exists a
representation �W �1.† n fz1; : : : ; zkg/! ZN with �.ŒCe �/D ŒN=Ne �. The induced
ramified cover �W z†!† satisfies the following: The inverse image zCe of Ce consists
of N=Ne connected components, each of which is an Ne –fold cover of Ce . Now the
pullback zuW z†!M of uW †!M has restrictions to the boundary zuj zCe

that are
homotopically trivial in M . Thus zu is homotopic to the connected sum of some maps
ve;j W .D; @D/! .M;Le/ for j D 1; : : : ;N=Ne and a map vW S !M on a closed
surface S . We can now use the closedness of ! and the monotonicity of M and each
Le to deduce

2N

Z
†

u�! D 2

Z
z†

zu�! D 2

Z
S

v�!C
X
e2E;

jD1;:::;N=Ne

2

Z
D

v�e;j!

D 2�c1.v
�TM /C

X
e2E

jD1;:::;N=Ne

�I.ve;j /D �I.zu/D �NI.u/;

using properties of the Maslov index explained in [18, Appendix C]. The first equality
N
R

u�! D
R
zu�! can be confirmed by integrating over the complement of the branch

points. The last equality I.zu/DNI.u/ holds since any trivialization u�TM Š†�Cn

induces a trivialization zu�TM Š z† �Cn , which restricts to the N –fold covering
�� IdW zCe �Cn! Ce �Cn on each boundary component.

In the case of (b) we can take a multiple cover of the annulus such that one boundary
loop is contractible in M , and hence the multiply covered annulus is homotopic to two
disks to which we can apply monotonicity of the single Lagrangians.

In the exact case, with ! D d�, any tuple of exact Lagrangians .Le/e2E , that is with
Œ�jLe

�D 0 2H 1.Le/, is automatically monotone. Moreover, note that monotonicity is
invariant under Hamiltonian isotopies of one or several Lagrangians.
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Remark 4.1.4 Another situation in which one naturally has monotonicity is the Bohr–
Sommerfeld setting, as pointed out to us by P Seidel. Suppose that the cohomology
class Œ!� is integral. Let .L;r/! .M; !/ be a unitary line-bundle-with-connection
having curvature .2�= i/! . The restriction of .L;r/ to any Lagrangian L�M is flat.
L is Bohr–Sommerfeld if the restriction of .L;r/ to L is trivial, that is, there exists
a nonzero horizontal section. In that case, we choose a horizontal section �L

L
of unit

length, which is unique up to a collection of phases U.1/�0.L/ . Suppose that M is
monotone, Œ!�D �c1.M / for some �> 0. Since c1.M / and Œ!� are integral, we must
have � D k= l for some integers k; l > 0. Let K�1!M denote the anticanonical
bundle, K�1

m D ƒ
top
C .T

0;1
m M /, which satisfies kc1.K�1/ D l i

2�
Œcurv.r/� D lc1.L/.

Hence there exists an isomorphism

ˆW .K�1/˝k
! L˝l :

Let L�M be an oriented Lagrangian submanifold. The restriction of K�1 to L has
a natural nonvanishing section �K

L
given by the orientation and the isomorphisms

ƒ
top
R TL!ƒ

top
C T 0;1M jL; v1 ^ � � � ^ vn 7! .v1C iJv1/^ � � � ^ .vnC iJvn/:

We say that L is Bohr–Sommerfeld monotone with respect to .L;r; ˆ/ if it is Bohr–
Sommerfeld and the section .�L

L
/˝l is homotopic to ˆ ı .�K

L
/˝k , that is, there exists

a function  W L!R such that

(19) .exp.2� i /�L
L/
˝l
Dˆ ı .�K

L /
˝k :

Lemma 4.1.5 Let .Le/e2E be a collection of Lagrangians such that each is Bohr–
Sommerfeld monotone with respect to .L;r; ˆ/. Then .Le/e2E is monotone.

Proof Let † be a compact Riemann surface with boundary components .Ce/e2E .
Let uW †!M be a map with boundary u.Ce/�Le . The index I.u/ is the sum of
Maslov indices of the bundles .ujCe

/�TLe , with respect to some fixed trivialization of
u�TM . Equivalently, I.u/ is the sum of winding numbers of the sections �K

Le
with

respect to the induced trivialization of u�K�1 . Since each Le is Bohr–Sommerfeld,
kI.u/ is the sum of the winding numbers of the sections .�L

Le
/˝l , with respect to the

induced trivialization of u�L˝l . Write u�r˝l D dC˛ for some ˛ 2�1.†/ in this
trivialization, so that u� curv.r˝l/D d˛ . Since the sections are horizontal, we have

kI.u/D .i=2�/

Z
@†

˛ D .i=2�/

Z
†

u� curv.r˝l/D lA.u/:
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4.2 Graded Floer cohomology for pairs of Lagrangians

Let L0;L1 �M be compact Lagrangian submanifolds. For a time-dependent Hamil-
tonian H 2 C1.Œ0; 1��M / let .Xt /t2Œ0;1� denote the family of Hamiltonian vector
fields for .Ht /t2Œ0;1� , and let �t0;t1

W M !M denote its flow. (That is, �t0;t1
.y/D

x.t1/, where xW Œ0; 1�! M satisfies Px D Xt .x/, x.t0/ D y .) We will abbreviate
�1 WD �0;1 for the time 1 flow from t0 D 0 to t1 D 1. Let Ham.L0;L1/ be the set of
H 2 C1.Œ0; 1��M / such that �1.L0/ intersects L1 transversally. Then we have a
finite set of perturbed intersection points

I.L0;L1/ID
˚
 W Œ0; 1�!M

ˇ̌
 .t/D �0;t . .0//;  .0/ 2L0;  .1/ 2L1

	
:

It is isomorphic to the intersection �1.L0/ t L1 . If we assume that M and L0;L1

are graded as in (G1)–(G2), then we obtain a degree map from Section 3,

I.L0;L1/! ZN ; x 7! jxj D d.�N
L0
.x/; �N

L1
.x//:

Since N is even the sign .�1/jxj is well-defined. It agrees with the usual sign in the
intersection number, given by the orientations of �1.L0/ and L1 , which also determine
the mod 2 grading by assumption.

We denote the space of time-dependent !–compatible almost complex structures by

Jt .M; !/ WD C1.Œ0; 1�;J .M; !//:

For any J 2 Jt .M; !/ and H 2 Ham.L0;L1/ we say that a map uW R� Œ0; 1�!M

is .J;H /–holomorphic with Lagrangian boundary conditions if

x@J ;H u WD @su.s; t/CJt;u.s;t/.@tu.s; t/�Xt .u.s; t///D 0;(20)

u.R; 0/�L0; u.R; 1/�L1:(21)

The (perturbed) energy of a solution is

EH .u/ WD

Z
R�Œ0;1�

j@suj2 D

Z
R�Œ0;1�

u�!C d.H.u/dt/:

The following exponential decay lemma of Floer [8] will be needed later and is part of
the proof of Theorem 4.2.3 below.

Lemma 4.2.1 Let H 2 Ham.L0;L1/ and J 2 Jt .M; !/. Then for any .J;H /–
holomorphic strip uW R� Œ0; 1�!M with Lagrangian boundary conditions in L0;L1

the following are equivalent:

(a) u has finite energy EH .u/D
R

R�Œ0;1� j@suj2 <1.

(b) There exist x˙ 2 I.L0;L1/ such that u.s; � / converges to x˙ exponentially in
all derivatives as s!˙1 .
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For any x˙ 2 I.L0;L1/ we denote by

M.x�;xC/ WD
˚
uW R� Œ0; 1�!M

ˇ̌
.20/; .21/;EH .u/ <1; lim

s!˙1
u.s; � /D x˙

	
=R

the space of finite energy .J;H /–holomorphic maps modulo translation in s 2 R.
It is isomorphic to the moduli space of finite energy J 0–holomorphic maps with
boundary conditions in �1.L0/ and L1 , and without Hamiltonian perturbation. Here
J 0 2 Jt .M; !/ arises from J by pullback with �t;1 .

Remark 4.2.2 Suppose that the pair .L0;L1/ is monotone, then for any x˙ 2

I.L0;L1/ there exists a constant c.x�;xC/ such that for all u 2M.x�;xC/ the
energy-index relation holds:

(22) 2EH .u/D � � Ind.Du/C c.x�;xC/;

where Du denotes the linearized operator at u of the Cauchy–Riemann Equation (20)
on the space of sections of u�TM satisfying the linearized Lagrangian boundary
conditions from (21). Its Fredholm index is given by the Maslov–Viterbo index of u.
This monotonicity ensures energy bounds for the moduli spaces of fixed index and thus
compactness up to bubbling.

Theorem 4.2.3 (Floer, Oh) Let L0;L1 �M be a monotone pair4 of Lagrangian
submanifolds satisfying (L1)–(L2) and (M1)–(M2). For any H � Ham.L0;L1/ there
exists a dense subset J reg

t .L0;L1IH /� Jt .M; !/ such that the following holds for
all x˙ 2 I.L0;L1/.

(a) M.x�;xC/ is a smooth manifold whose dimension near a nonconstant solution
u is given by the formal dimension Ind.Du/� 1. We denote M.x�;xC/j WD

fInd.Du/D j C 1g; thus excluding the constant solution from M.x;x/0 .

(b) The component M.x�;xC/0 �M.x�;xC/ of formal dimension zero is finite.

(c) Suppose that L0 and L1 have minimal Maslov numbers NLk
� 3. Then the

one-dimensional component M.x�;xC/1�M.x�;xC/ has a compactification
as one-dimensional manifold with boundary

(23) @M.x�;xC/1 Š
[

x2I.L0;L1/

M.x�;x/0 �M.x;xC/0:

(d) If .L0;L1/ is relatively spin (as defined in eg [40]), then there exists a coherent
set of orientations on M.x�;xC/0;M.x�;xC/1 for all x˙ 2 I.L0;L1/, that
is, orientations compatible with (23).

4Throughout, we are working with monotone pairs of Lagrangians in the sense of Definition 4.1.2.
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For the proofs of (a)–(c) we refer to Oh’s paper [22] and the clarifications [23; 15]. For
the exact case see Seidel [33]. The proof of (d) is contained in our paper [40] loosely
following Fukaya et al [10]. From (d) we obtain a map

�WM.x�;xC/0! f˙1g

defined by comparing the given orientation to the canonical orientation of a point.

Now let M be a monotone symplectic manifold satisfying (M1)–(M2) and equipped
with an N –fold Maslov covering. Let L0;L1 �M be a monotone, relative spin pair
of graded Lagrangian submanifolds satisfying (L1)–(L3), and let H 2 Ham.L0;L1/.
The Floer cochain group is the ZN –graded group

CF.L0;L1/D
M

d2ZN

CFd .L0;L1/; CFd .L0;L1/D
M

x2I.L0;L1/
jxjDd

Zhxi;

and the Floer coboundary operator is the map of degree 1,

@d
W CFd .L0;L1/! CFdC1.L0;L1/;

@d
hx�i WD

X
xC2I.L0;L1/

� X
u2M.x�;xC/0

�.u/
�
hxCi:defined by

Here we choose some J 2J reg
t .L0;L1IH /. If an isolated trajectory u2M.x�;xC/0

exists, then the degree identity jxCj D jx�j C 1 can be seen by concatenating the
paths z0; z1 of graded Lagrangians in the definition of jx�j with the unique graded
lifts of u�TL0;u

�TL1 to obtain paths of graded Lagrangians defining jxCj (using
a trivialization of u�TM over the strip, compactified to a disk). By additivity of the
Maslov index this shows jxCj D jx�j C I.u�TL0;u

�TL1/ D jx�j C 1. It follows
from Theorem 4.2.3 that @2 D 0. Alternatively, following [22], we could drop assump-
tion (L3), then @2 D .w.L0/�w.L1//Id, and to obtain a well defined cohomology it
suffices to assume that this disk count vanishes. In either case, the Floer cohomology5

HF.L0;L1/ WD
M

d2ZN

HFd .L0;L1/; HFd .L0;L1/ WD ker.@d /=im.@d�1/

is ZN –graded. It is independent of the choice of H and J ; a generalization of this
fact is proved in Section 5.3 below. If the gradings moreover satisfy (G1)–(G2), then
we have a well defined splitting

HF.L0;L1/D HFeven.L0;L1/˚HFodd.L0;L1/;

which coincides with the splitting induced by the orientations of L0;L1 �M .

5Note that our conventions differ from Seidel’s definition of graded Floer cohomology in [31] in two
points which cancel each other: The roles of x� and xC are interchanged and we switched the sign of the
Maslov index in the definition of the degree (11).
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4.3 Floer cohomology for generalized Lagrangian correspondences

The goal of this section is to define a first version of Floer cohomology for a cyclic
generalized Lagrangian correspondence L as in Definition 2.1.3. So we consider LD

.L01; : : : ;Lr.rC1//, a sequence of smooth Lagrangian correspondences L.j�1/j �

M�
j�1
�Mj between a sequence M0;M1; : : : ;MrC1 DM0 of symplectic manifolds.

For example, we could consider a noncyclic sequence of Lagrangians L01 � M1 ,�
L.i�1/i �M�

i�1
�Mi

�
iD2;:::;r

, Lr0 �M�
r , which is a special case of the cyclic

setup with M0 D fptg. The usual Floer cohomology for pairs of Lagrangians fits into
this case with r D 1 and Lagrangian submanifolds L01;L10 �M1 .

We assume that L satisfies (M1)–(M2) and (L1)–(L3), ie each Mj satisfies (M1)–(M2)
and each L.j�1/j satisfies (L1)–(L3) with a fixed monotonicity constant � � 0. We
moreover assume that L is graded in the sense of Definition 3.1.2 and equipped with a
relative spin structure in the following sense. Alternatively, we may replace the minimal
Maslov assumption (L3) by the assumption that the sum of disk numbers from (18)
vanishes:

(24) w.L01/C � � �Cw.Lr.rC1//D 0:

Definition 4.3.1 Let LD .L01; : : : ;Lr.rC1// be a cyclic generalized Lagrangian cor-
respondence (ie Lj.jC1/ �M�

j �MjC1 for a cyclic sequence M0;M1; : : : ;MrC1D

M0 of symplectic manifolds). A relative spin structure on L consists of a collection of
background classes bj 2H 2.Mj ;Z2/ for j D 0; : : : ; rC1 and relative spin structures
on Lj.jC1/ with background classes ���j bj C�

�
jC1

bjC1 . The cyclic requirement on
the background classes b0 2H 2.M0;Z2/ and brC1 2H 2.MrC1;Z2/DH 2.M0;Z2/

is brC1 D b0 for r odd and brC1 D b0Cw2.M0/ for r even.6

Eventually, in Section 5, we will define the Floer cohomology HF.L/ directly, using
“quilts of pseudoholomorphic strips”. In this section however we define HF.L/ as a
special case of the Floer cohomology for pairs of Lagrangian submanifolds – which
are constructed from the sequence L as follows. If L has even length r C 1 2 2N we
define a pair of graded Lagrangian submanifolds,

L.0/ WD .L01 �L23 � � � � �L.r�1/r /

L.1/ WD .L12 �L34 � � � � �Lr.rC1//
T
� M�

0 �M1 �M�
2 � � � � �Mr DW

�M :

Here we denote by M�
1
� � � � �M�

r �M0!M�
0
�M1 � � � � �Mr , Z 7! ZT the

transposition of the last to the first factor, combined with an overall sign change in

6 This shift is necessary in order to fit in the canonical relative spin structure for the diagonal �0 ; see
our paper [39] for details.
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the symplectic form. If L has odd length r C 1 2 2N C 1 we insert the diagonal
�0 �M�

0
�M0 DM�

rC1
�M0 (equipped with its canonical grading) into L before

arranging it into a pair of Lagrangian submanifolds as above, yielding

L.0/ D .L01 �L23 � � � � �Lr.rC1//

L.1/ D .L12 �L34 � � � � �L.r�1/r ��0/
T
� M�

0 �M1�� � ��M�
r �MrC1D

�M :

In the case of a noncyclic correspondence with M0 DMrC1 D fptg the transposition
as well as insertion of the diagonal are trivial operations. Note that, beyond the grading,
also the monotonicity, compactness, and orientation assumptions (L1)–(L2) on L

transfer directly to properties (L1)–(L2) for L.0/ and L.1/ . Similarly, a relative spin
structure on L induces compatible relative spin structures on L.0/ and L.1/ [40].
Moreover, we say that L is monotone if the pair of Lagrangians .L.0/;L.1// is
monotone in the sense of Definition 4.1.2(b). If this is the case, then a graded Floer
cohomology for L can be defined by

HF.L/ WD HF.L.0/;L.1//:

Remark 4.3.2 To see that HF.L.0/;L.1// is well defined we need to make sure that
@2 D 0. This holds immediately if L.0/ and L.1/ also satisfy (L3), if the bubbling of
holomorphic discs is otherwise excluded, or if the effect of bubbling sums up to zero.
This can be achieved if all Lagrangians satisfy (L3) or, weaker, if the total disk count
vanishes (24).

(a) Note that the assumption (L3) on the factors of L does not directly transfer to
the product Lagrangians L.0/ and L.1/ since a difference of Maslov numbers greater
than 3 could give a total Maslov number less than 3. However, if we use a split
almost complex structure zJ D J0˚ � � �˚Jr on �M , induced from compatible almost
complex structures Jk on each Mk , then any nonconstant holomorphic disc in �M with
boundary on L.0/ or L.1/ will simply be a product of Jk –holomorphic discs. Pairs of
these discs take boundary values in the Lagrangian correspondences L.k�1/k which
satisfy the monotonicity assumptions as well as (L3). Hence each of these double discs
must have nonnegative area and hence index, and at least one of them has positive area
and hence Maslov index at least 3. This excludes bubbling in moduli spaces of index 1

or 2, hence proves @2 D 0.

The proof that transversality can be achieved with an almost complex structure (and also
Hamiltonian perturbation) of split type can be found in Theorem 5.2.4 and Proposition
5.2.1 below. This excludes bubbling such that @2 D 0 for this specific choice of
perturbation data (and hence for any other choice of regular perturbation data). So the
Floer cohomology HF.L.0/;L.1// is indeed well defined.
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(b) In the absence of (L3) we have @2 D .w.L.0// � w.L.1///Id by [22]. Using
a split almost complex structure we show in [43] (here stated in the case of even
length r C 1) that w.L.0//D w.L01/Cw.L23/C � � �Cw.L.r�1/r / and w.L.1//D
�w.L12/�w.L34/�� � ��w.Lr.rC1//, hence @2D .w.L01/C� � �Cw.Lr.rC1///Id,
which vanishes if we assume (24). The relative minus sign in w.L.1// arises from the
fact that eg w.L12/ is the disk count for the Lagrangian L12 �M�

1
�M2 , whereas in

the construction of L.1/ we use L�
12
�M1 �M�

2
, the same submanifold but viewed

as Lagrangian with respect to the reversed symplectic structure. The disk counts are
related by w.L�

12
/D�w.L12/, since the .J1;�J2/–holomorphic discs with boundary

on L�
12

are identified with .�J1;J2/–holomorphic discs with boundary on L12 via a
reflection of the domain, which is orientation reversing for the moduli spaces.

In the case of a noncyclic sequence the Floer cohomology HF.L/ specializes to

HF.L1;L12; : : : ;L.r�1/r ;Lr /D HF.L1 �L23 � � � � ;L12 �L34 � � � � /:

In particular we reproduce the definition of Floer cohomology for a pair of Lagrangians
L0;L1 �M , viewed as cyclic correspondence

fptg
L0
�!M

L1
�! fptg:

We moreover define a Floer cohomology for any Lagrangian L�M��M , viewed as
cyclic correspondence M

L
!M , in particular for graphs LD graph.�/ of symplecto-

morphisms �W M !M . By definition, this invariant is HF.L/ WDHF.L; �M /, which
reproduces the Floer cohomology HF.graph.�//D HF.graph.�/;�M /D HF.�/ of
a symplectomorphism.

5 Quilted Floer cohomology

The purpose of this section is to reformulate the definition of Floer cohomology for
generalized Lagrangian correspondences in terms of quilted surfaces (consisting of
strips). As in Section 4.3 consider a cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondence L,
that is, a sequence of symplectic manifolds M0;M1; : : : ;Mr ;MrC1 with M0DMrC1

for r � 0, and a sequence of Lagrangian correspondences

L01 �M�
0 �M1; L12 �M�

1 �M2; : : : ; Lr.rC1/ �M�
r �MrC1:

5.1 Unfolding of Floer cohomology in products

We defined the Floer cohomology HF.L/ as the standard Floer cohomology in the
product manifold �M DM�

0
�M1 �M�

2
� � � � of a pair of Lagrangians L.0/;L.1/
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that is built from the cyclic sequence L. We will show how quilts arise naturally from
“unfolding” this construction and phrasing it in terms of tuples of holomorphic curves
in the Mj .

Informally, HF.L/ can be viewed as the Morse homology on the path space

P.L.0/;L.1//D
˚
yW Œ0; 1�! �M ˇ̌

y.0/ 2L.0/;y.1/ 2L.1/
	

of the (potentially multivalued) symplectic action functional

AH .y/D

Z
Œ0;1��Œ0;1�

v�! �M C
Z 1

0

H.t;y.t// dt:

Here vW Œ0; 1� ! P.L.0/;L.1// is a smooth homotopy from a fixed v.0/ D y0 2

P.L.0/;L.1// (in a given connected component) to v.1/ D y , which can also be
viewed as map vW Œ0; 1�� Œ0; 1�! �M satisfying Lagrangian boundary conditions on
f0g � Œ0; 1� and f1g � Œ0; 1�.

Suppose for now that r is odd, then the path space can be identified with the set of
tuples of paths in the manifolds Mj , connected via Lj.jC1/–matching conditions at
the ends,

P.L/D
˚
x D

�
xj W Œ0; 1�!Mj

�
jD0;:::;r

ˇ̌
.xj .1/;xjC1.0// 2Lj.jC1/

	
:

Here and throughout we will use the index j 2 f0; : : : ; rg modulo rC1, so eg xrC1 WD

x0 and the matching condition for j D rC1 is .xr .1/;x0.0//2Lr.rC1/ . We make the
identification with P.L.0/;L.1// by y.t/ D

�
x0.1� t/;x1.t/;x2.1� t/; : : : ;xr .t/

�
,

then the unperturbed (H D 0) symplectic action functional on P.L/ becomes

A0.x/D

rX
jD0

Z
Œ0;1��Œ0;1�

v�j !Mj
:

Here vj W Œ0; 1�� Œ0; 1�!Mj interpolate between fixed paths vj .0; � / and vj .1; � /Dxj ,
and satisfy what we will call “seam conditions” .vj .s; 1/; vjC1.s; 0//2Lj.jC1/ for all
s 2 Œ0; 1�. Next, assume that the almost complex structure on �M is of time-independent
split form J D .�J0/˚J1˚ .�J2/˚ � � �˚Jr , given by a tuple Jj 2 J .Mj ; !j / of
almost complex structures on the factors of �M . This defines a metric on the path space,
and the gradient flow lines, viewed as solutions of PDE’s are the J –holomorphic strips
wW R� Œ0; 1�! �M with boundary values in L.0/ and L.1/ . They are in one-to-one
correspondence with .rC1/–tuples of Jj –holomorphic maps uj W R � Œ0; 1�! Mj

satisfying the seam conditions

.uj .s; 1/;ujC1.s; 0// 2Lj.jC1/; for all j D 0; : : : ; r; s 2R:
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Here we again use cyclic notation urC1 WD u0 , and the correspondence is given by
w.s; t/D

�
u0.s; 1� t/;u1.s; t/;u2.s; 1� t/; : : : ;ur .s; t/

�
.

For r even there is a slight modification of the previous correspondence. The product
manifold �M has two factors M0 and MrC1 DM0 matched up via the diagonal. So
the path space can be identified with the generalized path space P.L/ as above with
the exception that the path x0W Œ0; 2�!M0 in M0 DMrC1 is parametrized by an
interval of length 2 and satisfies the matching condition .x0.2/;x1.0/ 2L01 at its end.
Similarly, a J –holomorphic strip wW R� Œ0; 1�! �M corresponds via

w.s; t/D
�
u0.s; 2� t/;u1.s; t/;u2.s; 1� t/ : : : ;ur .s; 1� t/;u0.s; t/

�
to a tuple of Jj –holomorphic strips as above, with the exception that the strip u0W R�
Œ0; 2�!M0 has width 2. This tuple .uj /jD0;:::;r is the first instance of a nontrivial
pseudoholomorphic quilt – containing strips of different widths.

When r is even, the Floer trajectories of the pair L.0/;L.1/ in fact cannot be identified
with an .rC1/–tuple of pseudoholomorphic maps, all defined on strips of width 1, with
seam conditions in Lj.jC1/ . Conformal rescaling zu0.s; t/ WDu0.2s; 2t/ would result in
a “time-shifted” matching condition .zu0.s; 1/;u1.2s; 0// 2L01 unless u1 is rescaled,
too, which would result in zu0 having width 1 but all other strips having width 1

2
. In

fact, only simultaneous rescaling of all components in these pseudoholomorphic quilts
preserves holomorphicity and seam conditions (unless the Lagrangian correspondences
are of split type, eg L01 DL0 �L1 for Lagrangians Lj �Mj ). It cannot change the
relative widths of strips.

By a reparametrization of the path in M0 , one could identify P.L.0/;L.1// and the
action functional with the generalized path space P.L/ and a corresponding action
functional, where all paths are parametrized by Œ0; 1�. However, the reparametrized
yu0.s; t/ WD u0.s; 2t/ now satisfies @syu0C

1
2
J0@t yu0 D 0 with a no longer complex

structure 1
2
J0 that squares to �1

4
. This is due to the fact that the pullback of the metric

on P.L.0/;L.1// to P.L/ is the L2 –metric on each factor with respect to !j .� ;Jj �/

for j D 1; : : : ; r but 1
2
!0.� ;J0�/ on M0 . We could drop the factor 1

2
in the metric on

M0 to obtain Jj –holomorphic strips of width 1 in each factor as trajectories, however
these would be the “gradient flow lines” with respect to a different metric. In general, it
is not known how Floer homology behaves under a change of metric. However, we will
show that it is independent of the choice of weights ı�1

j !j .� ;Jj �/ in the L2 –metric
on P.L/. This setup is equivalent to defining the generalized path space with varying
widths xj W Œ0; ıj �!Mj but fixing the standard L2 –metric induced by !j and Jj on
each factor.
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5.2 Construction of quilted Floer cohomology

In the quilted setup for HF.L/ we fix widths ı D .ıj > 0/jD0;:::;r and consider the
generalized path space

P.L/ WD
˚
x D

�
xj W Œ0; ıj �!Mj

�
jD0;:::;r

ˇ̌
.xj .ıj /;xjC1.0// 2Lj.jC1/

	
:

We define a perturbed symplectic action functional on P.L/ by picking a homotopy
v D .vj /jD0;:::;r W Œ0; 1�! P.L/ from a fixed v.0/ to v.1/D x and setting

AH .x/D

rX
jD0

�Z
Œ0;1��Œ0;ıj �

v�j !Mj
C

Z ıj

0

Hj .t;xj .t// dt

�
;

using a tuple of Hamiltonian functions

H D
�
Hj 2 C1.Œ0; ıj ��Mj /

�
jD0;:::;r

:

By folding and rescaling as in the previous section, this is equivalent to the path space
P.L.0/;L.1// with symplectic action functional perturbed by a Hamiltonian of split
type, eg H D

Pr
jD0.�1/jC1ıj zHj for r odd, where zHj .t;x/DHj .ıj t;x/ for j odd

and zHj .t;x/DHj .ıj .1� t/;x/ for j even. Here the critical points correspond to the
perturbed intersection points �H

1
.L.0//\L.1/ , where �H

1
is the time-one flow of H .

In the quilted setup, the critical points of AH are tuples of Hamiltonian chords

I.L/ WD
(

x D
�
xj W Œ0; ıj �!Mj

�
jD0;:::;r

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ Pxj .t/DXHj .xj .t//;

.xj .ıj /;xjC1.0// 2Lj.jC1/

)
:

I.L/ is canonically identified with

��
H0
ı0

�
L01 ��

H1
ı1

L12 � � � ��
Hr
ır

Lr.rC1/

�
;

the set of points˚
.m0; : : : ;mr / 2M0 � � � � �Mr

ˇ̌
.�

Hj
ıj
.mj /;mjC1/ 2Lj.jC1/

	
;

where �Hj
ıj

is the time ıj flow of the Hamiltonian Hj . In this setting we can check that
Hamiltonians of split type suffice to achieve transversality for the intersection points.

Proposition 5.2.1 There is a dense open subset Ham.L/�
Lr

jD0 C1.Œ0; ıj ��Mj /

such that for every .H0; : : : ;Hr / 2 Ham.L/ the set

��
H0
ı0

�
L01 ��

H1
ı1

L12 � � � ��
Hr
ır

Lr.rC1/

�
is smooth and finite, that is, the defining equations are transversal.
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Proof The defining equations for ��H0
ı0

�
L01 ��

H1
ı1

L12 � � � ��
Hr
ır

Lr.rC1/

�
are

(25) m0j D �
Hj
ıj
.mj / for all j D 0; : : : ; r

for .m0
0
;m1;m

0
1
;m2; : : : ;m

0
r ;m0/ 2L01�L12 � � � �Lr.rC1/ . Consider the universal

moduli U space of data .H0; : : : ;Hr ;m
0
0
;m1; : : : ;m

0
r ;m0/ satisfying (25), where

now each Hj has class C ` for some `� 1. It is cut out by the diagonal values of the
C `–map

L01 �L12 � � � �Lr.rC1/ �

M
jD0;:::;r

C `.Œ0; 1��Mj / �!
M

jD0;:::;r

Mj �Mj ;

.mj ;m
0
j ;Hj /jD0;:::;r 7�! .�

Hj
ıj
.mj /;m

0
j /jD0;:::;r :

The linearized equations for U are

(26) v0j �D�
Hj
ıj
.hj ; vj /D 0 2 TMj for all j D 0; : : : ; r;

for vj ; v0j 2 TmjMj and hj 2 C `.Œ0; 1��Mj /. The map

C `.Œ0; 1��Mj /! T�
Hj

ıj
.mj /Mj ; hj 7!D�

Hj
ıj
.hj ; 0/

is surjective, which shows that the product of the operators on the left-hand side of (26)
is also surjective. So by the implicit function theorem U is a C ` Banach manifold,
and we consider its projection to

Lr
kD0 C `.Œ0; ık ��Mk/. This is a Fredholm map

of class C ` and index 0. Hence, by the Sard–Smale theorem, the set of regular
values (which coincides with the set of functions H D .H0; : : : ;Hr / such that the
perturbed intersection is transversal) is dense in

Lr
kD0 C `.Œ0; ık ��Mk/. Moreover,

the set of regular values is open for each ` � 1. Indeed, by the compactness of
L01�L12 � � ��Lr.rC1/ , a C 1 –small change in H leads to a small change in perturbed
intersection points, with small change in the linearized operators.

Now, by approximation of C1–functions with C `–functions, the set of regular values
in
Lr

kD0 C1.Œ0; ık ��Mk/ is dense in the C `–topology for all `� 1, and hence dense
in the C1–topology. Finally, the set of regular smooth H is open in the C1–topology
as a special case of the C 1 –openness.

In the proof of Theorem 5.4.1 we will use the following special choice of corresponding
regular Hamiltonian perturbations, which will provide a canonical identification of
intersection points, as in Remark 3.1.3 for the unperturbed case.

Remark 5.2.2 Consider two cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondences

LD .L01; : : : ;L.j�1/j ;Lj.jC1/; : : : ;Lr.rC1//;

L0 D .L01; : : : ;L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/; : : : ;Lr.rC1//
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such that the composition L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ is embedded in the sense of Definition
2.0.4. Pick Hamiltonian perturbations H 0 D .: : : ;Hj�1;HjC1; : : :/ 2 Ham.L0/ such
that

��
H0
ı0

�
L01 � � � ��

Hj�1

ıj�1
L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ ��

HjC1

ıjC1
� � �Lr.rC1/

�
is transverse. Then we have H WD .: : : ;Hj�1;Hj � 0;HjC1; : : :/ 2 Ham.L/, that is

��
H0
ı0

�
L01 � � � ��

Hj�1

ıj�1
L.j�1/j �Id Lj.jC1/ ��

HjC1

ıjC1
� � �Lr.rC1/

�
is transverse, since by assumption L.j�1/j �L.jC1/j is transverse to the diagonal
Mj�1 ��Mj

�MjC1 . Moreover, the generalized intersection points

I.L;H /D
˚
.: : : ;mj�1;mj ;mjC1; : : :/ 2 � � � �Mj�1 �Mj �MjC1 � � �

ˇ̌
: : : ; .�

Hj�1

ıj�1
.mj�1/;mj / 2L.j�1/j ; .mj ;mjC1/ 2Lj.jC1/; : : :

	
D
˚
.: : : ;mj�1;mjC1; : : :/ 2 � � � �Mj�1 �MjC1 � � �

ˇ̌
: : : ; .�

Hj�1

ıj�1
.mj�1/;mjC1/ 2L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/; : : :

	
D I.L0;H 0/

are canonically identified, since the intermediate point mj 2Mj is uniquely determined
by the pair

.�
Hj�1

ıj�1
.mj�1/;mjC1/ 2L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/:

With this split Hamiltonian perturbation we have a canonical bijection of critical points
�H

1
.L.0//\L.1/ Š I.L/, and hence the (graded) Floer chain group CF.L.0/;L.1//

is identified with

CF.L/ WD
M

d2ZN

CFd .L/; CFd .L/ WD
M

x2I.L/; jxjDd

Zhxi:

The grading is defined as in Section 3.1,

I.L/Š �H
1 .L.0//\L.1/! ZN ; x Š y 7! jyj D jxj:

Next, fix a tuple of almost complex structures

J D .Jj /jD0;:::;r 2

rM
jD0

C1.Œ0; ıj �;J .Mj ; !j //DW Jt .L/

and equip P.L/ with the L2 –metric induced by the t –dependent metric !j .� ;Jj �/ on
each factor Mj . Then the Floer trajectories (obtained by reformulating the gradient
flow as PDE) are .rC1/–tuples of maps uj W R � Œ0; ıj � ! Mj that are .Jj ;Hj /–
holomorphic,

(27) @Jj ;Hj uj D @suj CJj

�
@tuj �XHj .uj /

�
D 0 8 j D 0; : : : r;
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and satisfy the seam conditions

(28) .uj .s; ıj /;ujC1.s; 0// 2Lj.jC1/ 8 j D 0; : : : r; s 2R:

For a Floer trajectory to be counted towards the differential between critical points
x˙ 2 I.L/ we moreover require finite energy and limits

(29)
E.u/ WD

rX
jD0

Z
R�Œ0;ıj �

u�j !j C d.Hj .uj /dt/ <1;

lim
s!˙1

uj .s; � /D x˙j ;

8 j D 0; : : : ; r:

As in standard Floer theory, the moduli spaces of “quilted holomorphic strips”

L.r�1/r

Lr

L0

:::

L12

L12

L01

Lr.rC1/

L.r�1/r

:::

Lt
23

Lt
.r�2/.r�1/

Figure 1: Quilted Floer trajectories for M0 D fptg and in general

M.x�;xC/ WD
˚
uD

�
uj W R� Œ0; ıj �!Mj

�
jD0;:::;r

ˇ̌
.27/; .28/; .29/

	
=R

arise from quotienting out by simultaneous R–shift in all components uj . (Separate
shifts will not preserve the seam condition unless the correspondences are of split type.)
We will see that they have the same Fredholm, exponential decay, and compactness
properties as usual for Floer trajectories. For that purpose we restrict ourselves to the
monotone case.

Remark 5.2.3 The “monotonicity for Floer theory” assumption for the pair .L.0/;L.1//
in Definition 4.1.2 can be phrased directly for L in the language of [41]: “L is a
monotone boundary condition for the quilted cylinder”. That is, the action-index
relation

2

rX
jD0

Z
u�j !j D � � I

�
.u�j TMj /jD0;:::;r ; .s

�
j.jC1/TLj.jC1//jD0;:::;r

�
holds for each tuple of maps uj W S

1 � Œ0; ıj �!Mj that satisfies the seam conditions
sj.jC1/.s/ WD .uj .s; ıj /;ujC1.s; 0//2Lj.jC1/ for j D 0; : : : ; r . Here the topological
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index I is defined by choosing a trivialization for each u�j TMj and then summing
over the Maslov indices of the loops s�

j.jC1/
TLj.jC1/ of Lagrangian subspaces with

respect to these trivializations.

Note that the monotonicity condition for L is independent of the width ıj of the
annuli that parametrize the maps uj . Moreover, it implies monotonicity for the
sequence L0 D .L01; : : : ;L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/; : : : ;Lr.rC1// obtained from an embed-
ded composition L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ . To see the latter note that any seam condition
s.j�1/.jC1/W S

1! L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ induces a smooth map uj W S
1 � Œ0; 1�!Mj

that is constant in Œ0; 1�, fits the seam conditions for L, but contributes zero to
both energy and Maslov index. Hence the action index relation for L implies the
same relation for L0 . Indeed, to identify the Maslov indices pick the trivializa-
tion of u�j TMj constant across Œ0; 1�. Then the Maslov index for L has a con-
tribution I.ƒ.j�1/j /C I.ƒj.jC1//D I.ƒ.j�1/j �ƒj.jC1// from the trivializations
ƒi.iC1/W S

1!CniCniC1 of s�
i.iC1/

Li.iC1/ , and the contribution to the Maslov index
for L0 is the index I.ƒ.j�1/.jC1/ WDƒ.j�1/j ıƒj.jC1// of the geometric composi-
tion of the trivializations. By Lemma 3.1.9 we can homotope ƒ.j�1/j �ƒj.jC1/ to
.ƒ.j�1/.jC1/ �ƒ11/

T , where ƒ11�Cn1�Cn1 is a fixed complement of the diagonal
and . � /T is the exchange of factors as in Section 3.1. Then the crossing form definition
of the Maslov index proves

I.ƒ.j�1/j �ƒj.jC1//D I
�
.ƒ.j�1/.jC1/ �ƒ11/

T
�

D I.ƒ.j�1/.jC1//C I.ƒ11/D I.ƒ.j�1/.jC1//:

Theorem 5.2.4 Suppose that the symplectic manifolds Mj satisfy (M1)–(M2) with the
same value of the monotonicity constant � , the Lagrangian correspondences Lj.jC1/

satisfy (L1)–(L2), and L satisfies the monotonicity assumption of Remark 5.2.3.

For any choice of widths ı and regular Hamiltonian perturbations H � Ham.L/
there exists a dense subset J reg

t .LIH /� Jt .L/ such that the following holds for all
x˙ 2 I.L/.

(a) M.x�;xC/ is a smooth manifold whose dimension near a nonconstant solution
u is given by the formal dimension, equal to Ind.Du/ � 1. Here Du is the
linearized operator at u of (27) on the space of sections satisfying the linearized
boundary- and seam conditions of (28). We denote the component of nonconstant
solutions of formal dimension j by M.x�;xC/j WD fInd.Du/� 1D j g.

(b) The component M.x�;xC/0 �M.x�;xC/ of formal dimension zero is finite.

(c) Suppose that each Lj.jC1/ has minimal Maslov number NLj.jC1/
� 3. Then the

one-dimensional component M.x�;xC/1�M.x�;xC/ has a compactification
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as one-dimensional manifold with boundary

(30) @M.x�;xC/1 Š
[

x2I.L/

M.x�;x/0 �M.x;xC/0:

(d) If L is relatively spin (as defined in Definition 4.3.1), then there exists a coherent
set of orientations on M.x�;xC/0;M.x�;xC/1 for all x˙ 2 I.L/, that is,
orientations compatible with (30).

Proof Suppose for simplicity that r is odd. (For even r we can insert a diagonal
into the sequence L, then the quilted holomorphic strips of widths ı can be identified
with quilted holomorphic strips for the new sequence with widths . ı0

2
; ı1; : : : ; ır ;

ı0

2
/.)

Then the quilted moduli space M.x�;xC/ is canonically identified with the moduli
space of .Jı;H /–holomorphic maps wW R� Œ0; 1�! �M with boundary conditions
w.R; 0/�L.0/ , w.R; 1/ � L.1/ , finite energy EH .w/ <1, and limit conditions
lims!˙1w.s; � /D x˙ 2 I.L.0/;L.1//.

The correspondence is by

w.s; t/D
�
u0.s; ı0.1� t//;u1.s; ı1t/;u2.s; ı2.1� t//; : : : ;ur .s; ır t/

�
;

where H D
Pr

jD0.�1/jC1ıj zHj as above and

Jı WD
�
�ı�1

0 J0.ı0.1� t//; ı�1
1 J1.ı1t/; : : : ; ı�1

r Jr .ır t/
�

satisfies all properties of a t –dependent ! �M –compatible almost complex structure
except that it squares to the negative definite diagonal matrix

J 2
ı D�.ı

�2
0 IdTM0

˚ : : :˚ ı�2
r IdTMr

/

instead of �Id. Let us call it a “scaled almost complex structure”. Most analytic
properties of pseudo-holomorphic curves carry over directly to Jı –holomorphic curves.
Indeed, x@Jı;H still presents a partial differential operator of the form @sCD , where
the linearizations of D are self-adjoint operators on L2.Œ0; 1�;T �M / with boundary
conditions in TL.0/;TL.1/ . Moreover, in local coordinates .@s � D/.@s C D/ D
@2

s �J 2
ı
@2

t C (lower order terms) is an elliptic operator (ie has an elliptic symbol), and
in the splitting T �M D TL.0/˚J�1

ı
TL.0/ the Lagrangian boundary conditions induce

Neumann conditions (from @tw �XH .w/jtD0 D �J�1
ı
@swjtD0 2 J�1

ı
TL.0/ ) resp.

Dirichlet conditions (from wjtD0 2L.0/ ) on the two factors.

With these remarks in mind, we can follow the standard construction of Floer theory
(which is currently probably best outlined by Salamon [29] for the case of holomorphic
cylinders, fully executed by Donaldson [5] for a gauge theoretic setting, and hopefully
soon available in Oh [20] for holomorphic strips). The moduli space (before quotienting
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by the R–action) is described as the zero set of the scaled Cauchy–Riemann operator
x@Jı;H , which is a Fredholm section of a Banach bundle over the usual Banach manifold
of maps wW R�Œ0; 1�! �M satisfying boundary conditions in L.0/;L.1/ and converging
uniformly to x˙ for s!˙1. (The Banach manifold is modeled as usual for some
p > 2 on the Sobolev space of maps in W 1;p.R� Œ0; 1�;CN / which take boundary
values in RN resp. iRN .)

The Fredholm property of the linearized operators follows as in eg Floer [8] from the
general theory of Lockhart and McOwen [17] (also see Donaldson [5]) for operators
of the form @s C Ds , where the operators Ds converge to invertible operators as
s ! ˙1. After a Hamiltonian transformation (moving the perturbation onto the
Lagrangian L.0/ and replacing Jı with �H

� Jı , which retains the same properties)
these operators take the form .�H

� Jı/@t on Lp.Œ0; 1�;T �M / with domain given by
W 1;p –paths satisfying boundary conditions in T�H

1
.L.0//;TL.1/ . Note that �H

� Jı
is an invertible operator on Lp.Œ0; 1�;T �M /, and invertibility of @t follows as usual
from the fact that the boundary conditions are transverse on the ends s!˙1. Similar
considerations (for p D 2 showing that each Ds is self-adjoint and for sufficiently
large jsj has a spectral gap – eigenvalues bounded uniformly away from 0) are the
crucial ingredient in proving that solutions of the nonlinear equation on long strips of
small energy converge exponentially to intersection points. Details can be found in
Floer [8], Salamon [29] or our paper [38, Lemma 3.2.3] (where we prove the presently
irrelevant fact that the exponential decay rate is in fact uniform for certain families of
widths ı ).

To calculate the index of the linearization of x@Jı;H , one can deform Jı through
the endomorphisms

�
exp.� ln ı0/IdTM0

; : : : ; exp.� ln ır /IdTMr

�
ıJı to a true almost

complex structure at � D 1. This provides a continuous family of Fredholm operators,
along which the index is constant, and ending at a traditional Cauchy–Riemann operator
whose index is given by a Maslov index. (see eg Floer [7] or Seidel [33]). In particular,
we have ind.Du/D 0 for the constant solution in case x� D xC . This identification
of the index with a Maslov index together with the monotonicity assumption implies
an energy-index relation as in Remark 4.2.2 for solutions (for another proof see eg
Oh [22]). Hence all solutions with a fixed index satisfy a uniform L2 –bound on
the gradient. But before proceeding to compactness, let us assume that the section
x@Jı;H is transverse to the zero section, ie its linearization at any zero is surjective.
(This will be achieved by an appropriate choice of J – see below.) Then the implicit
function theorem for Banach bundles (see eg McDuff and Salamon [18]) implies that
the space of solutions (M.x�;xC/ before quotienting by R) is a smooth manifold,
whose dimension near u is the Fredholm index ind.Du/. Now, except for at a constant
solution, the R–action on these finite dimensional manifolds is smooth, proper, and
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free (whereas on the Banach manifold it is not even differentiable), inducing a smooth
structure on the moduli spaces M.x�;xC/ of dimension ind.Du/� 1 at nonconstant
solutions. This proves (a).

To prove (b) and (c) one next proves compactness properties of the moduli spaces of
fixed index, as in Floer [8; 29]. By monotonicity, the fixed index provides a uniform
L2 –bound on the gradients of solutions. If, on the other hand, one had an L1 gradient
bound for a sequence of solutions, then elliptic estimates would imply that a subsequence
converges with all derivatives on all compact subsets of R� Œ0; 1�. (These estimates
work exactly as in [18, Appendix B], using the splitting into Dirichlet and Neumann
problem described above.) For the moduli spaces of index 1 and 2 we can ensure L1–
bounds as follows: We analyze any blow-up point of the gradient in the formulation as
a tuple of maps u. Then the usual rescaling analysis (see eg Floer [8]) is local, in the
interior of one component uj (leading to a Jj –holomorphic sphere in Mj ) or near a
seam, where we can consider uj .s;�t/�ujC1.s; t/ as .�Jj /˚JjC1 –holomorphic
curve with boundary condition in Lj.jC1/ . The latter type of bubbling hence leads
to a holomorphic disc in M�

j �MjC1 with boundary on Lj.jC1/ . Away from these
blow-up points, the solution converges C1loc to a punctured solution, to which we can
apply the usual removable singularity theorems (in eg McDuff and Salamon [18] and
Oh [21]). In the limit we obtain a new solution (possibly with different end points) of
nonnegative index and a number of holomorphic spheres and disks, each of which is
nonconstant, so by monotonicity has positive index. By assumption (L3) they in fact
must have Maslov index at least 3 (ie Chern number 2 for spheres). Since the Maslov
index of all components adds up to 1 or 2, any bubbling is excluded. (See Oh [22] for
the analogous argument in the standard theory.) This discussion ensures that the moduli
spaces of index 1 and 2 are compact up to the breaking of trajectories as in Morse
theory. This is proven by combining the local elliptic estimates with the exponential
decay on long strips; see Floer [8] and Donaldson [5]. Finally, part (c) requires a gluing
theorem identifying the ends of the moduli space with broken trajectories. Again the
proof in Floer [6] (or Schwarz [30, Section 3.2] for the closed case) carries over directly.
The crucial ingredient is a uniformly bounded family of right inverses for the linearized
operator as in Salamon [29, Proposition 3.9], which is established by combining the
already established exponential decay and Fredholm estimates.

Orientations can also be defined as in the standard Floer theory [33] since the linearized
operator canonically deforms (as above) through Fredholm operators to a standard
Cauchy–Riemann operator.

The only part of the standard construction of Floer theory on �M that has to be adapted
substantially is transversality: The scaled almost complex structures Jı obtained from
tuples J of almost complex structures on each factor of �M are highly nongeneric as
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scaled almost complex structures on �M (which generically do not respect the splitting
into factors). Nevertheless, we proceed as usual and define the set J reg

t .LIH / to be
those tuples of complex structures J , such that the corresponding scaled almost complex
structure Jı 2 Jt .L.0/;L.1/IH / is regular in the sense that the linearized operator
Du
x@Jı;H is surjective for every solution of x@Jı;H u D 0 with L.0/;L.1/ boundary

values. (This is equivalent to the surjectivity at every solution u of the linearized
operator Du of (27) on the space of sections satisfying the linearized boundary- and
seam conditions of (28).) In order to find a dense set of regular J we note that the
unique continuation theorem [9, Theorem 4.3] applies to the interior of every single
nonconstant strip uj W R � .0; ıj / ! Mj . It implies that the set of regular points,
.s0; t0/ 2R� .0; ıj / with @suj .s0; t0/¤ 0 and u�1

j .uj .R[f˙1g/; t0/D f.s0; t0/g,
is open and dense. These points can be used to prove surjectivity of the linearized
operator for a universal moduli space of solutions with respect to almost complex
structures of class C k . (The constant solutions are automatically transverse due to the
previously ensured transversality of the intersection points �H

1
.L.0// t L.1/ .) The

existence of a C k –dense set of regular J then follows from the usual Sard–Smale
argument as in [18] for each k 2N . Finally, an intersection argument by Taubes (which
here works exactly as in [9]) proves that the regular smooth almost complex structures
are a comeagre7 subset of Jt .L/ in the C1–topology. Since Jt .L/ is a complete
metric space8, and hence a Baire space, any such comeagre subset is dense as claimed;
see eg Royden [28, Theorem 27].

Now, assuming monotonicity and choosing regular H and J we can define the
Floer homology HF.L/ just as in the standard case: The Floer coboundary operator
@d W CFd .L/! CFdC1.L/ is defined by

@d
hx�i WD

X
xC2I.L/

� X
u2M.x�;xC/0

�.u/
�
hxCi;

where the signs �WM.x�;xC/0!f˙1g are defined by comparing the given orientation
to the canonical orientation of a point. It follows from Theorem 5.2.4 (c) that @2 D 0,
and @ is a map of degree 1 by index calculations as in the standard case. This defines

7A subset of a topological space is comeagre if it is the intersection of countably many open dense
subsets. Many authors in symplectic topology would use the term “Baire second category”, which however
in classical Baire theory [28, Chapter 7.8] denotes more generally subsets that are not meagre, ie not the
complement of a comeagre subset.

8 It can be expressed as a closed subspace of a function space C1.Œ0; 1�� �M ;RN / . The latter carries a
metric d.f;g/D

P1
kD0 2�kkrk.f �g/k1.1Ckr

k.f �g/k1/
�1 , which induces the C1–topology.
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the quilted Floer cohomology

HF.L/ WD
M

d2ZN

HFd .L/; HFd .L/ WD ker.@d /=im.@d�1/

as ZN –graded group. It is independent of the choice of H and J by a standard
construction of continuation maps. The same construction also allows for a deformation
of the widths ı , in the folded setup of the above proof, where the ıj are merely
scale factors in the endomorphism Jı . For a more conceptual proof based on quilts
interpolating between strips of different widths see Section 5.3 below.

Remark 5.2.5 One can also allow the sequence L to have length zero (that is, the
empty sequence) as a generalized correspondence from M to M ; this is the case
r D �1 in the previous notation. In this case we define HF.L/ D HF.IdM /, the
cylindrical Floer homology. This would be the case without seams in Figure 1.

In the special case of a cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondence L with M0Dfptg
and some intermediate correspondence Lj.jC1/ of split form, we have the following
Künneth Theorem.

Theorem 5.2.6 Suppose that L D .L01; : : : ;Lr.rC1// is a cyclic generalized La-
grangian correspondence as in Theorem 5.2.4 such that M0 D fptg and Lj.jC1/ D

Lj �LjC1 for some 1� j < r and Lagrangian submanifolds Lj �Mj and LjC1 �

MjC1 . Then the quilted Floer complex for L is canonically isomorphic to the tensor
product of the two Floer complexes for the cyclic correspondences .L01; : : : ;Lj / and
.LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//,

CF.L01; : : : ;Lj �LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//

Š CF.L01; : : : ;Lj /˝CF.LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//:

In particular, if either HF.L01; : : : ;Lj / or HF.LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1// is torsion-free,
then there is a canonical isomorphism

HF.L01; : : : ;Lj �LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//

Š HF.L01; : : : ;Lj /˝HF.LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//:

The latter isomorphism also holds if we work with coefficients in a field, eg with Z2

coefficients.

Proof The generators and boundary operators of the Floer complex CF.L01; : : : ;

Lj �LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1// are trivially identified with the generators and differential of
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the Floer complex CF.L01; : : : ;Lj ;LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//, viewing the two factors of
Lj �LjC1 as correspondences Lj �M�

j �fptg and LjC1 � fptg��MjC1 to and
from the point. This is the first trivial case of Theorem 5.4.1 below. At the same
time, the intersection points of L are trivially identified with the pairs of intersection
points of .L01; : : : ;Lj / and .LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//, and the Floer trajectories for L

are either a pair of a Floer trajectory for .L01; : : : ;Lj/ and an intersection point of
.LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1// or a pair of an intersection point for .L01; : : : ;Lj / and a Floer tra-
jectory for .LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//. This canonically identifies the Floer complex CF.L/
with the tensor product of complexes CF.L01; : : : ;Lj /˝CF.LjC1; : : : ;Lr.rC1//.

Now the isomorphism of homologies follows from the general Künneth formula [35,
Lemma 5.3.1] and the fact that the torsion product vanishes if it has one torsion-free
factor [35, Lemma 5.2.5]. Modules over fields are generally torsion-free.

5.3 Invariance of quilted Floer cohomology and relative quilt invariants

The purpose of this section is to prove the independence of quilted Floer cohomology
from the choice of perturbation data, in particular the choice of widths.

Consider a cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondence L D .Lk.kC1//kD0;:::;r

satisfying the monotonicity conditions of Theorem 5.2.4. Fix a tuple of widths ı D
.ık/kD0;:::;r . Then Proposition 5.2.1 and Theorem 5.2.4 provide tuples of Hamiltonians
H D .Hk/kD0:::;r and almost complex structures J D .Jk/kD0;:::;r such that the Floer
homology HF.L/ can be defined by counting quilted Floer trajectories u2M.x�;xC/

between generalized intersection points x˙ 2 I.L/.
The proof of independence of Floer cohomology from the choice of perturbations and
particularly the widths goes somewhat beyond the proof for standard Floer theory. It
is best formulated by using quilted surfaces that are not obtained by “unfolding of
strips”. With Proposition 5.3.2 below in place we can in particular identify the two
definitions of Floer cohomology HF.L/ Š HF.L.0/;L.1// for a cyclic sequence in
Section 4.3 and Section 5.2. For that purpose one chooses special widths in the quilted
setup of Section 5.2, namely those that correspond by the discussion in Section 5.1
to the “folded” Floer trajectories of HF.L.0/;L.1//. The proof of the Proposition
however uses the notation and construction of relative quilt invariants in [41]. For
readers familiar with this notation, the following Remark describes the quilted Floer
trajectories as quilted surfaces. For readers unfamiliar with the quilt notation we will
summarize the definition of relative quilt invariants in the special case used in the proof
of Proposition 5.3.2 below.

Remark 5.3.1 In the language of quilted surfaces developed in [41] the Floer tra-
jectories correspond to the holomorphic quilted cylinders u 2MZ .x

�;xC/ with
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K D .Hkdt/kD0;:::;r and J D .Jk/kD0;:::;r . Here the quilted surface is the quilted
cylinder Z whose patches are strips .Sk D R� Œ0; ık �/kD0;:::;r of the given widths
with the canonical complex structure and the obvious (up to a shift chosen as ˙1) ends
�k;e˙

W R˙ � Œ0; ık �! Sk , .s; t/ 7! .s;˙1C t/. The seams are �k D f.k;R� fıkg/;
.kC 1;R� f0g/g for kD 0; : : : ; r mod .rC1/ with seam maps ��k

W @Sk � .s; ık/ 7!

.s; 0/� @SkC1 . This quilted surface is shown on the right in Figure 1. There are no
remaining boundary components except for in the special case of a noncyclic sequence
with M0Dfptg, which is indicated on the left in Figure 1. In that case Z has no seam �r

between Sr and S0 but true boundary components .0;R�f0g/ and .r;R�fır g/. The
ends of the quilted surface are the incoming e�D

�
.0; e�/; .1; e�/; : : : ; .r; e�/

�
and the

outgoing eCD
�
.0; eC/; .1; eC/; : : : ; .r; eC/

�
. Note however that the perturbation data

.J ;K/ is R–invariant and the count for the Floer differential is modulo simultaneous
R–shift of all maps uk . That is, unlike in the definition of relative quilt invariants
in [41], where no symmetries are divided out and index 0 solutions are counted,
we here count the isolated solutions M.x�;xC/0 DMZ .x

�;xC/1=R, which are
pseudoholomorphic quilts of index 1.

Proposition 5.3.2 HF.L/ is independent, up to isomorphism of ZN –graded groups,
of the choice of perturbation data .H ;J / and widths ı of the strips.

Proof Suppose that .H i ;J i ; ıi/ are two different choices for i D 0; 1. Let Z01 resp.
Z10 be the quilted cylinder as before, but with complex structures jk on each strip
Sk ŠR� Œ0; 1� that interpolate between the two widths ı0

k
and ı1

k
at the ends .k; e�/

and .k; eC/, in this order for Z01 and in reversed order for Z10 . In order for the
seams to be real analytic we pick the standard complex structure near the boundary
components R� f0; 1g � @Sk and only in the interior of Sk scale to the appropriate
width and interpolate. Figure 2 shows the example for r D 3 and M0DM4Dfptg. For
readers unfamiliar with [41] we specify, as an example, that the quilted surface Z01

consists of the following data:

(a) A collection SD .Sk/kD0;:::;r of patches. Here these are the twice punctured disks
SkDR�Œ0; 1�ŠD2nf�1; 1g with a complex structure jk and strip-like ends as follows:
We fix embeddings of half-strips �˙W R˙ � Œ0; ı˙�! Sk ; .s; t/ 7! .˙1C ı�1

˙
s; ı�1
˙

t/.
of width ı�D ı0

k
resp. ıCD ı1

k
. These are incoming resp. outgoing strip-like ends with

disjoint images. To construct the complex structure we moreover let �D 1
3

min.ıC; ı�/
and fix disjoint embeddings �0W R� Œ0; ��! Sk and �1W R� Œ1��;��! Sk such
that �0.s; 0/D .s; 0/ resp. �1.s; 1/D .s; 1/ and ��1

0=1
ı �˙ are four biholomorphisms

with respect to the canonical complex structure on the half-strip and strip. Now we
choose a complex structure jk on Sk such that it pulls back to the canonical complex
structure under each of ��; �C; �0; �1 .
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(b) A collection S of seams. Here these are the set S D .�k/kD0;:::;r of seam
labels �k D f.k;R� f1g � @Sk/; .kC 1;R� f0g � @SkC1/g, where we use the label
k modulo .r C 1/, with seam maps ��k

W @Sk 3 .s; 1/ 7! .s; 0/ 2 @SkC1 providing
diffeomorphisms of boundary components. By our construction these seams are real
analytic and compatible with strip-like ends.

(c) Orderings of patches, boundary components, and quilted ends. Here they are given
by the enumeration with kD 0; : : : ; r , and there is only one incoming and one outgoing
quilted end consisting of all incoming resp. outgoing strip-like ends on the patches. We
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ı0
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1

ı1
3

ı1
2

ı1
1

L2

L12

L01

L0

Figure 2: Interpolating between two widths

moreover interpolate the perturbation data on the two ends by some regular .K01;J 01/

on Z01 and similar for Z10 . Summarizing from [41] this means the following.

(a) We pick function valued one-forms K01 D
�
Kk 2�

1.Sk ;C
1.Mk//

�
kD0;:::;r

such that Kk j@Sk
D 0 and on each end ���Kk D H 0

k
dt resp. ��CKk D H 1

k
dt . The

corresponding Hamiltonian vector field valued one-forms are denoted by Y 01 D�
Yk 2�

1.Sk ;Vect.Mk// and satisfy ��
˙

Yk DXH
0=1

k
dt on each end.

(b) Let J denote the set of collections

J D
�
Jk 2Map.Sk ;J .Mk ; !k//

�
kD0;:::;r

of compatible almost complex structures agreeing with the almost complex structures J 0
k

resp. J 1
k

on the incoming ends im �� resp. the outgoing ends im �C . We prove in [41]
that J contains an open dense subset of regular J , of which we pick one J 01 .

Given this perturbation data and intersection points x� 2 I.L/0 , xC 2 I.L/1 we
construct in [41] the moduli spaces of pseudoholomorphic quilts MZ01

.x�;xC/ and
MZ10

.x�;xC/. For example,

MZ01
.x�;xC/ WD

˚
uD

�
uk W Sk !Mk

�
kD0;:::;r

ˇ̌
.a/� .d/

	
is the space of collections of .J 01;Y 01/–holomorphic maps with Lagrangian seam
conditions, finite energy, and fixed limits, that is
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(a) Jk.uk/ ı .duk �Yk.uk//� .duk �Yk.uk// ı jk D 0 for k D 0; : : : ; r ,

(b) .uk ;ukC1 ı'�k
/.R� f0g/�Lk.kC1/ for all k D 0; : : : ; r ,

(c)
Pr

kD0

R
Sk

�
u�

k
!k C d.Kk ıuk/

�
<1,

(d) lims!˙1 uk.�˙.s; t//D x˙
k
.t/ for all k D 0; : : : ; r .

The relative invariants, constructed in [41] from the zero-dimensional moduli spaces of
pseudoholomorphic quilts then provide maps between the Floer cohomology groups

ˆZ01
W HF.L/0! HF.L/1; ˆZ10

W HF.L/1! HF.L/0:

We briefly review the construction: On chain level a map CˆZ01
W CF.L/0!CF.L/1

can be defined by

CˆZ01
hx�i WD

X
xC2I.L/1

� X
u2MZ01

.x�;xC/0

�.u/

�
hxCi;

where �WMZ01
.x�;xC/0! f�1;C1g is defined by comparing the orientation con-

structed in [40] on the zero dimensional component of the moduli space to the canonical
orientation of a point. We prove in [41] that the map CˆZ01

is a chain map and so
descends to a map of Floer cohomologies. In fact, the map on cohomology level is
independent of the choice of perturbation data .K01;J 01/.

Next, the quilted surface Z01 # Z10 that is obtained by gluing the incoming ends
of Z01 to the outgoing ends of Z10 can be deformed with fixed ends to the infinite
strip with translationally invariant complex structures (reflected in the widths ı1 ) and
perturbation data .H 1;J 1/. The relative quilt invariant defined by the latter is the
identity on HF.L/1 since only constant strips can contribute (all nonconstant solutions
lie in at least 1–dimensional moduli spaces due to the nontriviality of the R–action);
see our paper [41]. Since the relative quilt invariants are independent of the above
choices, the relative invariant ˆZ01#Z10

is the identity on HF.L/1 (and similarly
ˆZ10#Z01

is the identity on HF.L/0 ). Then by the gluing theorem for relative quilt
invariants [41] (where the sign is positive) we have

ˆZ01
ıˆZ10

DˆZ01#Z10
D Id; ˆZ10

ıˆZ01
DˆZ10#Z01

D Id:

This proves that the Floer cohomology groups HF.L/0 and HF.L/1 arising from the
different choices of data are isomorphic.
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5.4 Geometric composition and quilted Floer cohomology

In this section we prove and discuss the isomorphism (3), more precisely stated as
follows.

Theorem 5.4.1 Let L D .L01; : : : ;Lr.rC1// be a cyclic sequence of Lagrangian
correspondences between symplectic manifolds M0; : : : ;MrC1 DM0 as in Definition
2.1.3. Suppose

(a) the symplectic manifolds all satisfy (M1)–(M2) with the same monotonicity
constant � ,

(b) the Lagrangian correspondences all satisfy (L1)–(L2) and at least one of the
following:
(i) Each Lagrangian correspondence satisfies (L3).

(ii) The sum w.L01/C� � �Cw.L.j�1/j /Cw.Lj.jC1//C� � �Cw.Lr.rC1//D 0

of holomorphic disk counts (18) vanishes.
(iii) The sum w.L01/C� � �Cw.L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1//C� � �Cw.Lr.rC1//D 0 of

holomorphic disk counts (18) vanishes.

(c) the sequence L is monotone, relatively spin and graded in the sense of Section
4.3,

(d) the composition L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ is embedded in the sense of Definition 2.0.4.

Then with respect to the induced relative spin structure, orientation, and grading9 on
the modified sequence L0D .L01; : : : ;L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/; : : : ;Lr.rC1// the following
two Floer homologies are well defined and canonically isomorphic as graded groups:

HF.L/DHF.: : :L.j�1/j ;Lj.jC1/ : : :/
�
�!HF.: : :L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ : : :/DHF.L0/:

The isomorphism is canonical in the following sense: The Floer cohomologies defined
by any two choices of perturbation data and widths are canonically isomorphic. For
sufficiently small width ıj > 0 and corresponding perturbation data, the isomorphism
HF.L/ŠHF.L0/ is given by the identity map on the generators I.L/D I.L0/, which
are canonically identified by Remark 5.2.2.

Before summarizing the proof let us mention the (im)possibility of various generaliza-
tions.

9 The grading of L.j�1/.jC1/ is given by (16), the orientation is given by Remark 2.0.6(b), and for
the relative spin structure see our paper [40].
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Remark 5.4.2 (a) Note the orientation conventions when comparing with the Floer
cohomology HF.L0;L1/ for a pair of Lagrangians L0;L1 �M in [22]. For quilted
Floer cohomology, this pair is viewed as cyclic sequence fptg!M !fptg, that is the
Lagrangian correspondences are L0 � fptg��M ŠM and L�

1
�M��fptg ŠM� ,

the same submanifold but viewed as Lagrangian with respect to �! . Thus we obtain
w.L0/Cw.L

�
1
/Dw.L0/�w.L1/, since the �J1 –holomorphic discs with boundary

on L�
1
�M� are identified with J1 –holomorphic discs with boundary on L1 �M

via a reflection of the domain, which is orientation reversing for the moduli spaces.

(b) If in Theorem 5.4.1 (b) we only assume (L1)–(L2) then Floer cohomology may
not be well-defined due to @2DwId, where wDw.L01/C� � �Cw.Lr.rC1// [22; 43].
In case w ¤ 0 the chain homotopy equivalence .CF.L/; @/Š .CF.L0/; @0/ continues
to hold in the derived category of matrix factorizations10 [43].

We will show that either of the extra assumptions (i), (ii) or (iii) implies that @2 D 0

on both Floer complexes, and hence implies both (ii) and (iii) (but not (i)). In fact, (i)
directly implies (ii) (but not (iii)) since all minimal Maslov numbers being at least 3

implies w.L.i�1/i/ D 0 for each i . The other implications (i)) (iii), (ii)) (iii),
(iii)) (ii) also require the monotonicity and embeddedness assumptions since they
follow indirectly from the above isomorphism in the derived category.

(c) The relative spin structures are only needed to define the Floer cohomology groups
with Z coefficients. Here we only prove the isomorphism with Z2 coefficients. The
full result then follows from a comparison of signs in [40].

(d) There should also be versions of this result for Floer cohomology with coefficients
in flat vector bundles, and Novikov rings, using an understanding of their behaviour
under geometric composition, similar to the theory presented here for gradings. The
gradings on the Lagrangians can be dropped if one wants only an isomorphism of
ungraded groups.

(e) Note that the geometric composition L.j�1/j ı Lj.jC1/ could be a smooth
Lagrangian despite the composition not being embedded. If this failure is in the
transversality, then our approach does not apply (as eg for a G –invariant Lagrangian
L� ��1.0/ in the zero set of the moment map, whose composition with †� is the
smooth projection L ı†� D �.L/ despite L not being transverse to ��1.0/). (For
such Lagrangians one would expect a correspondence between holomorphic curves
in M==G and symplectic vortices in M , in the spirit of [11] and the Lagrangian
version of the Atiyah–Floer conjecture [37].) However, when L.j�1/j �Mj

Lj.jC1/

10 Explicitly, there exist chain maps f W CF.L/! CF.L0/ and gW CF.L0/! CF.L/ such that both
f ı g and g ı f are homotopy equivalent to the identity in the sense that eg Id� g ı f D k@� @k for
some kW CF.L/! CF.L/ .
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is transverse but a k –fold cover of L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ , then the map of intersection
points I.L/! I.L0/ is a k –to–1 map as well. In this case our analysis still applies
and gives a k –to–1 map of moduli spaces as long as bubbling is excluded. This leads
to further calculation tools for Floer cohomology but needs to be investigated on a
case-by-case basis.

(f) The monotonicity assumptions (M1) and (L1) cannot simply be replaced by other
tools which allow the definition of Floer cohomology (such as Novikov rings, twisted
coefficients, obstructions, or deformations). This is since a new type of bubbling can
occur in the strip shrinking that we use to prove the isomorphism. We have called it the
“figure eight bubble” and describe it in [38]. However, we are lacking the construction
of a moduli space of figure eight bubbles. Our present method for excluding these
bubbles hinges on strict monotonicity with nonnegative constant � � 0 as well as
the 2–grading assumption implied by orientations. In general, we expect figure eight
bubbles to be a codimension 1 phenomenon in a 1–parameter family of strip widths
approaching zero. We hence expect the isomorphism to fail in more general settings,
except for special topological assumptions restricting the expected dimension of the
moduli space of figure eight bubbles. Eventually, we expect to construct obstruction
classes and an A1–type structure from moduli spaces of figure eight bubbles, and to
replace the isomorphism by a morphism of A1–modules. However, all of this depends
on a basic removable singularity result for figure eight bubbles, which has not yet been
accomplished.

Theorem 5.4.1 is fairly obvious if one of the composed Lagrangians correspondences
is the graph of a symplectomorphism. It suffices to observe that symplectomorphisms
map pseudoholomorphic curves to pseudoholomorphic curves. However, there is no
corresponding effect for more general Lagrangian correspondences. Here the natural
approach to a proof is to degenerate the holomorphic curve equation in Mj until
solutions become constant across the strip (or, equivalently, shrink the width of that
strip to zero). This limit corresponds to geometric composition of the two Lagrangian
correspondences attached to the strip. Clearly, most difficulties in this proof are
localized near the degenerating strip. We thus banished the analysis to [38], where we
prove the special case HF.L0;L01;L12;L2/

�
!HF.L0;L01 ıL12;L2/ of Theorem

5.4.1 by establishing a bijection between the Floer trajectories for .L0;L02;L2/ on
strips of width .1; 1/ and those for .L0;L01;L12;L2/ on strips of width .1; ı; 1/
for sufficiently small width ı of the middle strip. These quilted Floer trajectories are
shown in Figure 3. The missing piece of proof in [38] is the independence of the Floer
cohomology from the choice of ı > 0, which we here established in Proposition 5.3.2.
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Figure 3: Shrinking the middle strip

Summary of proof of Theorem 5.4.1 We first consider the case of assumption (i)
or (ii) holding in (b). Then the assumptions of the Theorem guarantee that HF.L/ is
well-defined. By Remark 5.2.3 the monotonicity of L also implies monotonicity of L0

and hence monotonicity in the sense of (L1) for L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ . (Assuming the
symplectic manifolds to be connected, any disk can be extended to a quilted cylinder.)
Compactness and orientation (L2) also holds for the composed correspondence, but
the minimal Maslov index condition (L3) may not transfer. However, this only affects
the question whether @2 D wIdD 0 on the Floer chain group for L0 . In fact, we just
assumed that w D w.L01/C � � � Cw.Lr.rC1//D 0 on CF.L/, and a priori it is not
clear that one should have w.L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1//Dw.L.j�1/j /Cw.Lj.jC1//. If, on
the other hand, assumption (iii) holds in (b), then we are guaranteed that HF.L0/ is
well-defined, but it is not a priori clear that @2 D 0 on CF.L/.

In either case, to define the differential on CF.L/ we choose some widths ı0 , Hamil-
tonian perturbations H 0 to make the intersection I.L0/ transverse, and almost complex
structures J 0 to make the moduli spaces of Floer trajectories for L0 regular. Thanks
to Proposition 5.3.2 we may then choose the same widths ı except for some small
ıj > 0, the same Hamiltonian perturbations H except for the additional Hj � 0, and
the same almost complex structures J except for some additional time-independent
Jj 2 J .Mj ; !j /, to define HF.L/. We only need to make sure that this choice
makes the intersection points I.L/ and the moduli spaces of Floer trajectories for
L regular. The first is automatically the case by the transversality assumption for
L.j�1/j �Mj

Lj.jC1/ , the latter is true for ıj > 0 sufficiently small and is proven
as part of the adiabatic limit analysis [38]. (Actually, precisely following the con-
structions of [38], we can achieve transversality for L0 with J 0

j�1
and J 0

jC1
being

time-independent near the seam; then Jj�1 and JjC1 are obtained by a slight linear
dilation and constant extension near the new seams.) With these choices, our assumption
(b) on holomorphic disk counts (or (L3) on the minimal Maslov index) implies @2 D 0

on CF.L/.
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Next, the injectivity assumption for the composition L.j�1/j �Mj
Lj.jC1/ provides

a canonical bijection of generalized intersection points I.L0/Š I.L/ as in Remark
3.1.3. In [38] we establish bijections between the corresponding moduli spaces of Floer
trajectories for ıj > 0 sufficiently small. This means that the Floer differentials on
CF.L0/ and CF.L/ agree under the canonical identification of generators. In particular
that implies @2D 0 on both complexes as soon as it is true on one (which is ensured by
each version of assumption (b)). Hence both Floer cohomologies are well-defined and
isomorphic as claimed. (In fact, we deduce a posteriori that w.L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1//D

w.L.j�1/j /Cw.Lj.jC1//.)

Remark 5.4.3 To see that the assumption that the composition L.j�1/j ıLj.jC1/ is
embedded is necessary, consider the case that r D 2 and M0;M2 are points. In this
case, if vW R� Œ0; 1�!M1 is a Floer trajectory of index one with limits xC¤ x� , we
can consider the rescaled maps vıW R� Œ0; ı�!M1 . In this case a figure eight bubble
always develops in the limit ı! 0. This shows that the bijection between trajectories
fails in this case.

6 Applications

Quilted Floer homology was originally designed to construct symplectic versions of
gauge theoretic invariants, in particular symplectic versions of Donaldson invariants,
which we develop in later papers [42; 43], Seiberg–Witten invariants as in Perutz [25]
and Lekili [16], and Khovanov invariants as in Rezazadegan [26]. Applications to
symplectic topology are given for moduli spaces of flat bundles in [43], and to clas-
sification of Lagrangians in tori in Abouzaid–Smith [1]. In this section, we give a
few brief applications of the main result to symplectic topology, which show how the
results work in practice. Most of the concrete examples can be achieved with other, less
sophisticated methods. Our point in giving them is to show how many Floer homology
calculations can be obtained from a single principle: Floer homology is well defined
under embedded geometric composition. The reader looking for more sophisticated
applications is encouraged to look at the sequel papers and the references above.

6.1 Direct computation of Floer cohomology

Theorem 6.1.1 Let L01 �M�
0
�M1 be a Lagrangian correspondence and suppose

that the Lagrangian submanifolds L0 �M0 and L1 �M1 are such that both L0 ıL01

and L01 ıL1 are embedded compositions. Assume that M0;M1 satisfy (M1)–(M2),
L0;L1;L01 satisfy (L1)–(L2), and .L0 �L1;L01/ is a monotone pair in the sense of
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Definition 4.1.2 (b). Then there exists a canonical isomorphism

CF.L0 ıL01;L1/
�
�! CF.L0;L01 ıL1/

in the category of derived matrix factorizations. It is an isomorphism of Floer coho-
mologies if one of the following holds: All Lagrangians satisfy (L3), or w.L0/C

w.L01/Cw.L1/D 0, or w.L0 ıL01/Cw.L1/D 0, or w.L0/Cw.L01 ıL1/D 0.

Proof By Theorem 5.4.1 both Floer cohomologies are isomorphic to the quilted Floer
cohomology HF.L0;L01;L1/DHF.L0�L1;L01/. In case @2¤ 0, the isomorphism
of homologies is replaced by a chain homotopy equivalence in the derived category;
see Remark 5.4.2.

Example 6.1.2 We begin with a “warm-up” example. Let N be a compact, simply
connected, monotone symplectic manifold. The submanifold

�ij WD f.x1;x2;x3;x4/jxi D xj g �N� �N �N� �N

is coisotropic for appropriate choices of 1� i < j � 4. Then we can identify

(31) HF.�14\�23; �12\�34/Š HF.�N ; �N /ŠH.N /

with the homology of N . This follows from Theorem 6.1.1 applied to L0 D�N �

N� � N D M0 , L1 D �12 \ �34 � N� � N � N� � N D M1 , and L01 D

f.w; zIw;x;x; z/ jw;x; z 2 N g �M�
0
�M1 . Then the compositions L0 ıL01 D

�14 \�23 and L01 ıL1 D�N are clearly embedded. Monotonicity together with
simply connectedness ensures the monotonicity of all the Lagrangians and pairs of
Lagrangians. Since N is orientable, all minimal Maslov indices are at least 2. The
reader can easily verify the identification (31) using the fact that the components of
a holomorphic trajectory for .�14 \�23; �12 \�34/ fit together to a holomorphic
cylinder v W S1 � Œ0; 1�!N .

The following is a more nontrivial example of Theorem 6.1.1.

Example 6.1.3 Let Mn be the moduli space of Euclidean n–gons of edge length 1,
as in for example Kirwan [13]:

Mn D .S
2/n==SO.3/D f.v1; : : : ; vn/ 2 .S

2/njv1C � � �C vn D 0g=SO.3/:

We take on S2 the standard symplectic form ! with volume 4� so that c1.S
2/ D

Œ!�. For n � 5 odd Mn is a monotone symplectic manifold with minimal Chern
number 1 and monotonicity constant 1. For example, M3 is a point and M5 is
diffeomorphic to the fourth del Pezzo surface, given by blowing-up of P2 at four points
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[34, Example 1.10]. For i ¤ j the submanifold �ij D fŒv1; : : : ; vn� 2Mn j vi D�vj g

is a coisotropic, spherically fibered over Mn�2 by the map that forgets vi ; vj . The
image of �ij in M�

n�2
�Mn is a Lagrangian correspondence, also denoted �ij . For

i; j ; k distinct the composition �ij ı �
t
jk

is embedded and yields the graph of a
permutation on Mn�2 . For k D i ˙ 1 or for i; k D j ˙ 1 this permutation is trivial,
so we have

�ij ı�
t
j.i˙1/ D�Mn�2

; �.j˙1/j ı�
t
j.j�1/ D�Mn�2

:

Now let L�Mn�2 be a compact, oriented, monotone Lagrangian, and Lij DLı�ij

be its inverse image in Mn . This composition is embedded and we can also identify it
with Lij D�

t
ij ıL. The latter allows to calculate

�ij ıLjk D�ij ı�
t
jk ıL:

For i; j ; k distinct it is an embedded composition, which yields the image of L

under permutation. Suppose that the pair .L;L/ is monotone, so that HF.L;L/ is
well-defined. Using Theorem 6.1.1 we can also calculate

HF.Lij ;Lj.i˙1//D HF.L ı�ij ;Lj.i˙1//D HF.L; �ij ıLj.i�1//D HF.L;L/:

Here all Floer homologies are defined since @2D 0 on CF.L;L/. Similarly, we obtain
HF.L.j˙1/j ;Lj.j�1//D HF.L;L/.

The symplectic manifolds in the above example are certain moduli spaces of para-
bolic bundles on punctured spheres, which can also be seen as SU.2/–representation
spaces of punctured spheres with fixed conjugacy class for each puncture [19]. The
Lagrangian submanifolds �ij arise from elementary tangles connecting two punctures,
by taking parabolic bundles on the corresponding cobordism of punctured spheres,
and restricting them to the boundary. The fact that their composition is the graph of a
permutation reflects the fact that all braid moves on the punctures can be decomposed
into elementary tangles. Thus one may hope to define knot or tangle invariants by
decomposition into elementary tangles and representation in the symplectic category as
above. The invariant should then be the quilted Floer cohomology of the sequence of
Lagrangian correspondences arising from the sequence of elementary tangles. In order
to prove invariance, one needs to check that moves between different decompositions
are reflected by isomorphisms of Floer cohomology. The above example shows how
this follows from our main Theorem for the cancellation of two elementary tangles.

This general approach to defining topological invariants is also described in the in-
troduction. The moduli spaces in Example 6.1.3 actually yield the trivial invariant
since they arise from conjugacy classes close to the center of SU.2/. In [42; 43] we
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employ similar moduli spaces with different conjugacy classes, giving rise to nontrivial
invariants of tangles and 3–manifolds.

6.2 Computations in CP n

In this section we demonstrate, at the example of CPn , how some Floer cohomologies
in toric symplectic varieties can be calculated by reduction. We equip CPn

D fŒz�D

Œz0 W z1 W � � � W zn�g with Fubini–Study symplectic form and moment maps �j .Œz�/ D

�jzj j
2=jzj2 for j D 1; : : : ; n. We denote by

†j WD

n�
Œz0 W : : : zj�1 W zjC1 W � � � W zn�; Œz0 W � � � W zn�

� ˇ̌̌
�j .Œz0 W � � � W zn�/D

�
nC1

o
� .CPn�1/� �CPn

the Lagrangian sphere arising from reduction at the level set

��1
j . �

nC1
/D

˚
Œz0 W � � � W zn�

ˇ̌
zj D

1p
nC1

;
P

i¤j jzi j
2
D

n
nC1

	
:

Note that the reduced space, eg

��1
n . �

nC1
/=S1

D fŒz0 W : : : zn�1�
ˇ̌P

i jzi j
2
D

n
nC1
g=S1

for j D n, is CPn�1 with Fubini–Study form scaled by n
nC1

, hence has the same
monotonicity constant � D n�1 n�

nC1
D .nC1/�1� as CPn . (Recall that the generator

CP1
� CPn of �2.CPn/ has Fubini-Study symplectic area � and Chern number

nC 1.)

More generally, for each 1< k � n a Lagrangian correspondence

†.k;:::;n/ WD
˚�
Œz0 W : : : zk�1�; Œz0 W : : : zn�

� ˇ̌
�j .Œz�/D

�
nC1
8 j �k

	
� .CPk�1/��CPn

arises from reduction at the level set

.�k � � � � �n/
�1. �

nC1
; : : : �

nC1
/

D

n
Œz�
ˇ̌̌
zk D jzkC1j D : : : jznj D

1p
nC1

;

k�1X
iD0

jzi j
2
D

k
nC1

o
:

Here again the reduced spaces CPk�1
D fŒz0 W � � � W zk�1� j

P
i jzi j

2D
k

nC1
g=S1 carry

scaled Fubini–Study forms with monotonicity constant � D �
nC1

. Moreover, note that
†.k;:::;n/ , diffeomorphic to the product of an .n� k/–torus with a .2k � 1/–sphere,
can be viewed as Lagrangian embedded in .CPk�1/� �CPn and also as coisotropic
submanifold of CPn . One can check explicitly that the Lagrangians †.k;:::;n/ are
monotone, and we will see in Corollary 6.3.3 below that they are nondisplaceable
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by Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. The reason is that as coisotropic they contain the
nondisplaceable Clifford torus

T n
ClD .�1�� � ��n/

�1. �
nC1

; : : : ; �
nC1

/D
˚
Œz�
ˇ̌
z0Djz1jD : : :DjznjD

1p
nC1

	
�CPn:

That T n
Cl is the only nondisplaceable fibre of the torus fibration is known by eg [3].

Its Floer cohomology was calculated by Cho [4] with all possible spin structures.
Here we reproduce this calculation for the standard spin structure, employing the
above Lagrangian correspondences and the isomorphism of Floer cohomology under
embedded geometric composition (Theorem 5.4.1). This approach also allows for a
direct computation of Floer cohomology for any pair of nonstandard spin structures on
T n

Cl , which we will discuss in [40].

Theorem 6.2.1 [4] For any n 2 N with the standard spin structure (given by [4,
Proposition 8.1])

HF.T n
Cl;T

n
Cl/ŠH�.T

n/Š Z2n

:

Proof The isomorphism between the Floer cohomology and the homology of the
Clifford n–torus follows inductively from the following chain of isomorphisms:

HF.T n
Cl;T

n
Cl/D HF.T 1

Cl ı†.2;:::;n/; †
t
1 ıT n�1

Cl /

Š HF.T 1
Cl; †.2;:::;n/; †

t
1;T

n�1
Cl /

Š HF.T 1
Cl; †.2;:::;n/ ı†

t
1;T

n�1
Cl /(32)

Š HF.T 1
Cl;T

1
Cl �T n�1

Cl ;T n�1
Cl /

Š HF.T 1
Cl;T

1
Cl/˝HF.T n�1

Cl ;T n�1
Cl /:

Let us go through this step by step: The geometric composition T 1
Cl ı†.2;:::;n/D T n

Cl is
the preimage of T 1

Cl under the projection .�2 � � � � ��n/
�1. �

nC1
; : : : ; �

nC1
/!CP1 ,

hence automatically embedded in the sense of Definition 2.0.4. Similarly, T n�1
Cl ı†1D

T n
Cl is the preimage of T n�1

Cl under the projection ��1
1
. �

nC1
/ ! CPn�1 , and by

transposition we obtain the embedded composition †t
1
ı T n�1

Cl D T n
Cl . Next, the

intersection

†.2;:::;n/�CPn †t
1 Š .�2�� � ���n/

�1. �
nC1

; : : : ; �
nC1

/\��1
1 . �

nC1
/ D T n

Cl � CPn

is transverse and embeds to

†.2;:::;n/ı†
t
1D

˚�
Œz0 W z1�; Œz0 W z2 W � � � W zn�

� ˇ̌
Œz�2T n

Cl
	
DT 1

Cl�T n�1
Cl �CP1

�CPn�1:

To make sure that Theorem 5.4.1 indeed implies all the above isomorphisms of Floer
cohomology, it remains to ensure that the tuple .T 1

Cl; †.2;:::;n/; †
t
j ;T

n�1
Cl / is monotone.
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That follows from the monotonicity of all factors together with the torsion fundamental
groups of the symplectic manifolds involved. Moreover, it turns out that we need not
worry about the minimal Maslov indices 2. This is since we have @2 D 0 on the first
chain group CF.TCl;TCl/, ie assumption (b)(iii) is satisfied (see Oh [22] and note
Remark 5.4.2 (a)). Now Theorem 5.4.1 implies @2 D 0 (ie (b)(ii) resp. (iii)) for each
of the other chain groups in (32).

Moreover, we need to fix spin structures on T n�1
Cl and †1 as well as on T 1

Cl and
†.2;:::;n/ such that the induced spin structure on the composition, T n

Cl is the standard
one. For the Clifford tori we pick the standard spin structure given by the trivialization
of T T k

Cl �Ck in the coordinate chart Ck Š fz0 D 1=
p

nC 1g �CPk . On the sphere
†1 � CPn we fix the spin structure given by the standard orientation in the chart
fz1D 1=

p
nC 1g. (The orientation provides a trivialization over the 0–skeleton, which

coincides with the 1– and 2–skeleton of this sphere of dimension � 3; see Cho [4] or
our paper [40] for more details on spin structures.) We can read off the standard spin
structure induced on T n

Cl from the identification

TT n
Cl Š pr�TT n�1

Cl ˚E; E D .pr�TCPn�1/? � T†1jTn
Cl
:

Here TCPn�1
jT n�1

Cl
D TT n�1

Cl ˚ iTT n�1
Cl inherits a trivialization from T n�1

Cl , so the
orientation of †1 induces a trivialization of the line bundle E (given by the linearized
action of �1 ).

For the spin structure on †.2;:::;n/ �CPn we identify †.2;:::;n/ Š T n�2 �S3 with the
orbit of the sphere

S3 D
˚
Œz0 W z1 W

1p
nC1
W � � � W

1p
nC1

�
ˇ̌
jz0j

2Cjz1j
2 D

2
nC1

	
�CPn

under the action of the torus T n�2 � Cn�2 in the z3; : : : ; zn –coordinates. If we
pick the standard trivialization of T n�2 and the standard orientation of S3 � C2

in the above chart, then again the standard spin structure is induced on T n
Cl by the

identification

TzT n
Cl Š Tpr.z/T

1
Cl˚Tz.T

n�2z/˚F.z0;z1/; F D .pr�TCP1/? � TS3
jT 1

Cl
:

Here TCP1
jT 1

Cl
D TT 1

Cl˚ iTT 1
Cl inherits a trivialization from T 1

Cl , so the orientation
of S3 induces a trivialization of the line bundle F .

The last isomorphism HF.T 1
Cl;T

1
Cl�T n�1

Cl ;T n�1
Cl /ŠHF.T 1

Cl;T
1

Cl/˝HF.T n�1
Cl ;T n�1

Cl /

in (32) follows from the Künneth Theorem 5.2.6. Here the right hand side is the tensor
product of homologies since the first factor is torsion-free. We know from elementary
curve counts (see eg Cho [4]) that, with the standard spin structure on both factors,
HF.T 1

Cl;T
1

Cl/Š Z˚ZŠH�.S
1 D T 1/. Finally, the homology H�.T

n/ satisfies the
same inductive relation (32) as the Floer cohomology. This proves the theorem.
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This Floer cohomology calculation directly generalizes when replacing T 1
Cl�CP1 with

another Lagrangian submanifold in a possibly higher dimensional complex projective
space.

Theorem 6.2.2 Let 1� k < n and let L�CPk and L0�CPn�k be oriented, mono-
tone Lagrangian submanifolds. Denote by prW .�kC1� � � � ��n/

�1. �
nC1

; : : : ; �
nC1

/!

CPk and pr0W .�1 � � � � ��k/
�1. �

nC1
; : : : ; �

nC1
/!CPn�k the reductions of CPn at

complementary monotone level sets. Then pr�1.L/ � CPn and pr0�1
.L0/ � CPn

are monotone Lagrangian submanifolds and there exists a canonical chain homotopy
equivalence

CF.pr�1.L/; pr0�1
.L0//Š CF.L;T k

Cl/˝CF.T n�k
Cl ;L0/:

Here we assume that @2 D 0 on either the left hand side or the ride hand side complex;
otherwise this is an equivalence in the category of derived matrix factorizations.

Proof Denote by †.1;:::;k/ � .CPn�k/� � CPn the Lagrangian correspondence
arising from reduction at the level set .�1 � � � � ��k/

�1. �
nC1

; : : : ; �
nC1

/�CPn . Then

†.kC1;:::;n/�CPn†t
.1;:::;k/ Š .�kC1�� � ��n/

�1. �
nC1

; : : :/\.�1�� � ��k/
�1. �

nC1
; : : :/

D T n
Cl

is transverse and embeds to †.kC1;:::;n/ ı†
t
.1;:::;k/

D T k
Cl �T n�k

Cl � CPk
�CPn�k .

Now in complete analogy to the proof of Theorem 6.2.1 above, we have a sequence of
chain homotopy equivalences

CF.pr�1.L/; pr0�1
.L0//D CF.L ı†.kC1;:::;n/; †

t
.1;:::;k/ ıL0/

Š CF.L; †.kC1;:::;n/; †
t
.1;:::;k/;L/

Š CF.L; †.kC1;:::;n/ ı†
t
.1;:::;k/;L

0/

Š CF.L;T k
Cl �T n�k

Cl ;L0/

Š CF.L;T k
Cl/˝CF.T n�k

Cl ;L0/:

A special case of Theorem 6.2.2 arises from taking L0 to be a Clifford torus, then

HF.pr�1.L/;T n
Cl/Š HF.L;T k

Cl/˝H�.T
n�k/;

where we used HF.T n�k
Cl ;T n�k

Cl /Š H�.T
n�k/ by [4] or Theorem 6.2.1. Since the

latter is torsion-free, the Künneth Theorem 5.2.6 indeed implies the above isomorphism
of homologies. This applies, for example, to L D RP1

� CP1 and yields another
Lagrangian torus pr�1.RP1/ � CPn . Although it is Hamiltonian isotopic to the
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Clifford torus, we need not check this but can calculate directly the relative Floer
cohomology

HF.pr�1.RP1/;T n
Cl/Š HF.RP1;T 1

Cl/˝H�.T
n�1/ŠH�.T

n/

as well as (for nD 2)

HF.pr�1.RP1/; pr0�1
.RP1//Š HF.RP1;T 1

Cl/˝HF.T 1
Cl;RP1/

ŠH�.T
1/˝H�.T

1/ŠH�.T
2/:

More generally, we can apply Theorem 6.2.2 to odd real projective spaces LDRPk
�

CPk for k D 2` � 1 � 3 with Z2 –coefficients.11 By explicit calculation due to
Alston [2] the underlying Floer cohomology is

HF.RP2`�1;T 2`�1
Cl IZ2/Š Z2`

2 :

Now our calculations in Theorem 6.2.2 provide with Z2 –coefficients

HF.pr�1.RP2`�1/;T n
ClIZ2/Š HF.RP2`�1;T 2`�1

Cl IZ2/˝H�.T
n�2`C1

Cl IZ2/

Š Z2`C2.n�2`C1/
2

as well as for even nD 2m

HF.pr�1.RP2`�1/; pr0�1
.RP2.m�`/C1/IZ2/

Š HF.RP2`�1;T 2`�1
Cl IZ2/˝HF.T 2.m�`/C1

Cl ;RP2.m�`/C1
IZ2/Š Z2`C2m�`C1

2
:

6.3 Detecting nontrivial Floer cohomology of a Lagrangian correspon-
dence

In this section we provide a tool for deducing nontriviality of Floer cohomology
and hence nondisplaceability of a Lagrangian correspondence itself (as Lagrangian
submanifold).

Theorem 6.3.1 Let L01 � M�
0
�M1 be a Lagrangian correspondence. Suppose

that there exists a Lagrangian submanifold L1 �M1 such that L0 WD L01 ıL1 is
an embedded composition and HF.L0;L0/¤ 0. Assume that M0;M1 satisfy (M1)–
(M2), L0;L1;L01 satisfy (L1)–(L2), and .L0 �L1;L01/ is a monotone pair in the
sense of Definition 4.1.2 (b). Then the Lagrangian L01 �M�

0
�M1 has nonzero Floer

cohomology HF.L01;L01/¤ 0.

11 The number of holomorphic discs through a generic point is 0 for RPk (which has minimal Maslov
number kC 1� 3 for k � 2) and it is kC 1 for T k

Cl by [4], hence @2 D 0 on CF.RPk ;T k
Cl/ only holds

for odd k and with Z2 coefficients.
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Proof The Floer homologies HF.L0;L0/ŠHF.L0;L01;L1/DHF.L0�L1;L01/

are all well-defined, isomorphic, and nonzero by assumption. (The differential on all
three squares to zero since the total disk count in the sense of (24) is w.L0/�w.L0/D

0.) Now HF.L0�L1;L01/ is a module over HF.L01;L01/, where the multiplication
is defined by counting pseudoholomorphic 3–gons; see eg Seidel [33] or our paper [39].
The unit 1L01

2 HF.L01;L01/ is defined by counting pseudoholomorphic 1–gons;
it is nontrivial since it acts as identity on a nontrivial group. Hence HF.L01;L01/

contains a nonzero element, as claimed.

Corollary 6.3.2 Let †�M be the level set of the moment map of a Hamiltonian G –
action. Suppose that † contains a G –invariant Lagrangian submanifold L�M such
that HF.L;L/ ¤ 0 and pr.L/ � †=G DM==G is smooth. Assume that M;M==G

satisfy (M1)–(M2), †;L; pr.L/ satisfy (L1)–(L2), and .pr.L/�L; †/ is a monotone
pair in the sense of Definition 4.1.2 (b). Then HF.†;†/¤ 0.

Proof This is a case of Theorem 6.3.1, where L1 D pr.L/, and the composition
† ı pr.L/D pr�1.pr.L//DL is automatically embedded.

The following example in case kDnD 2 was initially pointed out to us in 2006 by Paul
Seidel; we since learned of alternative proof methods by Biran–Cornea and Fukaya–Oh–
Ono–Ohta. We use the notation of Section 6.2; in particular †.n/ � .CPn�1/��CPn

is a Lagrangian 2n� 1–sphere arising from reduction at the level set ��1
n . �

nC1
/.

Corollary 6.3.3 For every 2� k � n, the Lagrangian embedding

†.k;:::;n/ � .CPk�1/� �CPn

of .S1/n�k �S2k�1 is Hamiltonian nondisplaceable.

Proof By construction †.k;:::;n/ is the correspondence arising from the level set
of �k � � � � � �n at the level . �

nC1
; : : : ; �

nC1
/ which contains the nondisplaceable

Clifford torus T n
Cl �CPn . The projection pr.T n

Cl/D T n
Cl ı†.k;:::;n/ is the Clifford

torus T k�1
Cl � CPk�1 . The Clifford tori as well as †.k;:::;n/ are monotone with

minimal Maslov number 2 (but this is immaterial here since @2 D 0 on the relevant
Floer complex), and the monotonicity of the pair .T k�1

Cl � T n
Cl; †.k;:::;n// follows

directly from the monotonicity of the factors and the torsion fundamental groups
of complex projective space. Now Corollary 6.3.2 says that the nonvanishing of
HF.T n

Cl;T
n

Cl/¤ 0 (by [4] or Section 6.2) directly implies nonvanishing Floer cohomol-
ogy HF.†.k;:::;n/; †.k;:::;n//¤ 0, and hence nondisplaceability.

To spell things out in this example, Theorem 5.4.1 provides an isomorphism

HF.T k�1
Cl �T n

Cl; †.k;:::;n//D HF.T k�1
Cl ; †.k;:::;n/;T

n
Cl/Š HF.T n

Cl;T
n

Cl/¤ 0:
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6.4 Gysin sequence for spherically fibered Lagrangian correspondence

In this section, we give a conjectural relation between Floer cohomology HF.L;L0/
for L;L0 �M0 and the Floer cohomology HF.L01 ıL;L01 ıL0/ for the images in
M1 under a correspondence L01 �M�

0
�M1 . Results of this type can be viewed

as transfer of nondisplaceability results, in the sense that nontriviality of HF.L;L0/
implies nontriviality of HF.L01ıL;L01ıL

0/ and hence nondisplaceability of L01ıL

from L01 ıL0 by Hamiltonian perturbation.

In our example, the Lagrangian correspondence arises from a spherically fibered
coisotropic �W C !M with projection � W C ! B . The image of C under ��� is a
Lagrangian correspondence from M to B , also denoted C . Our standing assumptions
are compactness, orientability, and monotonicity, ie M;B , and C satisfy (M1)–(M2)
and (L1)–(L2) with a fixed � � 0. Perutz [24] proved the following analogue of the
Gysin sequence.

Theorem 6.4.1 Suppose that the minimal Maslov number of C is larger or equal to
codim.C �M /C 2. Then there exists a long exact sequence

� � � ! HF.C;C /! HF.Id/! HF.Id/! HF.C;C /! � � �

where the map HF.Id/! HF.Id/ is quantum multiplication by the Euler class of � .

One naturally conjectures the following relative version (for example, compare the
Seidel triangle with the relative version in [32]).

Conjecture 6.4.2 Let L0;L1 � B be a monotone pair of Lagrangian submanifolds
satisfying (L1)–(L3). (Or replace (L3) by w.L0/D w.L1/.) Suppose that the minimal
Maslov number of C is at least codim.C �M /C 2 Then there exists a long exact
sequence

� � �!HF.L0;C
t ;C;L1/!HF.L0;L1/!HF.L0;L1/!HF.L0;C

t ;C;L1/!� � �

where the middle map is Floer theoretic multiplication12 by the Euler class of � .

The compositions C ıL1 and L0 ı C t D .C ıL0/
t are clearly embedded. Hence

Conjecture 6.4.2 together with Theorem 5.4.1 implies the following.

Corollary 6.4.3 Under the same assumptions as in Conjecture 6.4.2 there exists a long
exact sequence

� � �!HF.C ıL0;C ıL1/!HF.L0;L1/!HF.L0;L1/!HF.C ıL0;C ıL1/!� � �

12 This product is defined by counting pseudoholomorphic strips with boundary on .L0;L1/ and an
internal puncture with asymptotics fixed by a given class in HF.�B/ŠH.B/ .
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In particular, we obtain a “transfer of nondisplaceability” result if the Euler class
vanishes.

Corollary 6.4.4 With the same assumptions as in Conjecture 6.4.2, if the Euler class
of � W C ! B is zero, then HF.C ı L0;C ı L1/ is isomorphic to two copies of
HF.L0;L1/.

Example 6.4.5 Suppose that M is a monotone Hamiltonian G D SU.2/ manifold,
with moment map ˆ, and ˆ�1.0/ is an SU.2/–bundle over the symplectic quotient
M==G .

Let .L0;L1/ be a monotone pair of G–invariant Lagrangians contained in the zero
level set and with minimal Maslov number at least three. Necessarily each Lj is
a principal SU.2/ bundle over Lj=G �M==G . Suppose that the minimal Maslov
number of ˆ�1.0/, considered as a Lagrangian in M� �M==G , is at least 5. Then
there is a long exact sequence

� � �!HF.L0;L1/!HF.L0=G;L1=G/!HF.L0=G;L1=G/!HF.L0;L1/!� � � :

In particular, if M !M==G is a trivial G –bundle, then HF.L0;L1/ is isomorphic to
two copies of HF.L0=G;L1=G/.
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